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Inside the News
Campus • Black History month returns to campus.
State • Riverboat gambling proposal sparks debate.

Aaron Weisbrod blows his stack
over sexual harrassment.

Sports • Falcon Basketball teams falter.
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The News'
Briefs
NHL Scores
Montreal
Washington

5
3

Buffalo
Florida

6
1

Boston
Ottawa

3
1

St. Louis
Toronto

4
0

Tampa Bay

4
1

Pittsburgh

NBA Scores
Boston
Vancouver

131
98

Cleveland
Milwaukee

81
71

Phoenix
Atlanta

120
84

Utah
Portland

98
94

Art exhibit to kick
off conference
A group art exhibit titled
"Exploring Feminist Generations" will kick of a
women's conference for the
University community tonight at 8 p.m. The exhibit
will be In the Kennedy
Green Room in the Moore
Musical Arts Center.

Audition for 'Relationships on the
Road' to take place
Open auditions for the
improv troup "Relationships on the Road" will take
place Feb. 7 and 8 from 9 to
11p.m.

Solutions of violence will be subject
of video conference

Solutions of violence will
be the subject of two satellite video coferences at the
University.
"Social Workers and the
Challenge of Violence
Worldwide," hosted by
broadcaster Charles Kuralt,
will be telecast from 12:45
to 2:45 p.m. Feb. 6 and Feb. 9
in 107 Olscamp Hall.
The video conference will
explore what communities
in the United States and
around the world are doing
to stop violence.

Quote of
the day
"Doesn't take a
rocket scientist or
even a psychiatrist to say the
guy was crazy."
-Eddie Ohlbaum,
law professor, on
John E. DuPont

Bowling Green, Ohio

Volume 82, Issue72

Middleton to fill
role as new VP

Digging Out

Academic Affairs officer search ends
Jay Young
The BG News

Those who had participated In
the search for a new vice president for Academic Affairs had
their wishes granted Wednesday
when Charles Middleton agreed
to become the next chief academic officer.
Middleton,
currently College of Arts
and Sciences
dean at the
University of
Colorado in
Boulder, will
Middleton
begin his new
duties July 1.
In a statement released after the decision.
President Sidney Ribeau said he
was very happy with Middleton's
choice.
"I am delighted that Dr.
Middleton has accepted our offer
to be an intergral part of this
University," Ribeau said. "He
exhibits the leadership skills we
were seeking to guide the University's academic programs
through times of great change in
the years ahead. He brings to
Bowling Green a proven track
record as an outstanding administrator and I was greatly impressed by the faculty's positive
response when he was here for

interviews in December."
Middleton said the opportunity
to work with Ribeau is what drew
him to the University.
"I am impressed with Dr.
Ribeau, the quality of the University and the plans he has for
enhancing that quality," Middleton said.
Milt Hakel, chairman of the
14-member vice presidential
search committee, said Middleton will bring a lot of qualities to
the University.
"I'm really pleased. Charles
Middleton was the unanimous
pick of the search committee. He
has excellent leadership skills
and a lot of administrative experience," Hakel said. "He's dealt
with large number of students,
faculty and large budgets."
The College of Arts and Science at Colorado, where Middleton has served as dean since 1988
and in other administrative positions since 1979, has a student
population of almost 16,000 and
annual budget of $100 million.
Middleton was one of four finalists who visited the campus in
December. CJ. Cranny, of the
College of Arts and Sciences
dean, said Middleton was his top
choice.
"I am delighted to hear that he
has agreed to come here. I think
See Vice, page four.

Alison Roache, 24, of Moscow, Idaho, labors to remove snow from her car. Moscow received I
30 inches of snow la tea days of winter storm s.

DuPont may plead insanity
Lawyers say mentally ill defense hard to prove, rarely.pursued
murdering an Olympic wrestling
champion is crazy under the law.
Lawyers rarely pursue the inPHILADELPHIA - John E. du sanity defense and rarely sucPont saw Nazis in his trees, heard ceed. Even Jeffrey Dahmer
the walls talking to him and cut couldn't convince a jury he was
off pieces of his skin to remove insane when he killed and dismembered 15 men and boys.
the bugs from outer space.
"An insanity defense in gen"Doesnt take a rocket scientist
or even a psychiatrist to say the eral is an uphill battle," said Dr.
guy was crazy," law professor Neal Blumberg, a Baltimore psychiatrist who evaluates about 60
Eddie Ohlbaum said.
But that doesn't mean the criminal defendants a year.
multimillionaire accused of "There's a public perception that

AmyWestfeldt

The Associated Press

Colleagues in Colorado will miss dean
Boulder interim chancellor: 'I don't think Bowling Green could do better'
Jay Young
The BC News

Bowling Green's gain is the
loss of the University of Colorado, according to colleagues of
Charles Middleton.
The University's new vice
president for Academic Affairs
has served the University of
Colorado in Boulder in a variety
of ways since he started there in
1969. During that time he has
gained the respect of other administrators and faculty.
Roderic Park, Interim chancellor at the Boulder campus, said
the University made a wise

selection.

"I don't think Bowling Green
could do better," Park said. "I
would sort of how he would stay
here, but I can understand with
as long as a career he's had here
that he would be lodking for
something else.''
Park said Middleton Is very
quallfed for the Job he will begin
in July.
"He has the right amount of
experience and Is at the right
stage of his career to take on this
Job," Park said. "You Just
couldn't get a better person as
far as I'm concerned.''
Neil Ashby, Colorado physics

professor, also said Middleton
will preform very well in his new
role at the University.
"I think highly of Chuck and
I'm sad to see him go," Ashby
said. "He's been a very good dean
and has carried the college
through some Very tough times."
Allan Franklin, Colorado physics professor, said Middleton
played a key role m Improving
his department.
"Chuck has helped us get what
we have, which Is this superb
group of Junior faculty," Franklin said. "We are not the only department that he has helped in
that way. He has increased quali-

ty with both resources and commitment."
Franklin said Middleton has
been very appreciative of other's
efforts at Colorado.
"Nothing good that is done to
or by a faculty member escapes
his notice. You are congratulated
on the things you do and he encourages good work," Franklin
said. "I think BG Is lucky. I think
we are not so lucky."
Boyd Hill, Colorado history
professor, said Middleton has
been a "delight" to work with.
"He's very popular with faculty and well liked and respected
around campus," Hill said.

people are getting away with
murder and this is an easy defense to fake."
Du Font's legal team, which includes Richard Sprague, a leading defense lawyer and former
Philadelphia district attorney,;
has not disclosed whether it will
pursue an insanity defense. The
heir to the chemical fortune
faces a preliminary hearing Feb.
9. •
To prove insanity, attorneys
must show that du Pont was too
mentally ill to know what he was
doing or unable to know the difference between' right and
wrong.
For example, "let's assume
that when he pulled the trigger
he thought he was releasing electrons to communicate with the
nature of the Holy Spirit," said
Ohlbaum, a Temple University
law professor who has argued insanity defenses.
Lawyers representing du Pont
need to establish a history of
mental illness and document his
behavior at the scene of the
crime.
The stories of du Font's erratic
behavior already have been
multiplying since he allegedly
shot Dave Schultz on du Font's.
800-acre suburban estate on Friday and began a two-day standoff
See DuPont, page three.

Reduced interest rates help economy
Martin Crutslger
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Federal
Reserve cut interest rates for the
second time in two months
Wednesday, hurrying to the rescue of a faltering economy.
Major banks immediately reduced their own lending rates,
meaning lower borrowing costs
for millions of Americans.
The stock market, which had
surged on Tuesday in anticipation of the Fed's credit relief, set
another record on Wednesday.
The Dow Jones industrial average closed at 5,394.94, up 13.73.
Private analysts said further
rate reductions were likely as the
Federal Reserve tries to stave off
recession.
The Fed said it was cutting its
target for the federal funds rate,
the interest that banks charge
each other on overnight loans,
from 5.5 percent to 5.25 percent
It also reduced its largely symbolic discount rate, the Interest It

charges on direct loans to banks,
to 5 percent.
The actions should stimulate
economic activity by lowering
the cost of credit. But the Fed's
statement said merely that the
reductions could be made because "moderating economic expansion in recent months has reduced potential inflationary
pressures."
Chase Manhattan was the first
major bank to announce a cut in
its prime rate, and other banks
quickly followed suit. The prime
rate, the benchmark for many
business and consumer loans,
was cut to 8.25 percent from 8.5.
percent
Private economists, who had
been urging the central bank to
act, said they believed Wednesday's reduction In the funds rate,
the third since July, would not be
the last.
"Given how soft the economy
is, we are going to see more easing," said Lawrence Chimerine,
chief economist at the Economic

Strategy Institute in Washington.
"The Fed overtightened a year
ago, and they have been moving
too slowly to reverse that. We
have a threat of a recession."
The central bank from February 1994 to February 1995 was
increasing interest rates, doubling the funds rate from 3 percent to 6 percent in an effort to
slow the economy enough to keep
inflation in check.
The economy did slow. But
when the Fed's hoped-for "soft
landing" threatened to turn into
something worse, the central
bank reversed course and trimmed the funds rate by a quarter
point last July. While many economists expected a series of rate
cuts, the central bank waited until December to trim again.
The Clinton administration,
which is hoping for a strong
economy in this election year,
was cautious in its reaction.
Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin and Joseph Stiglltz, the
president's chief economist,

sought to emphasize the economy's strengths at present rather
than any recession threat.
"Although growth rates always
vary from quarter to quarter ...
we believe the economy will remain healthy In 1996," the two
officials said in a statement.
But many analysts said the
central bank will be forced to
play catch-up now. They said Fed
decision-making, which is never
easy when the economy is at a
turning point, was complicated
this time by the lack of economic
data due to the government shutdown.
"I think the Fed will keep us
out of a recession But it Is going
to be dicey," said Martin Regalia,
chief economist at the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce. "The retail sales and consumer confidence numbers suggest a broadbased weakness in the economy."
Many economists believe the
overall economy, as measured by
the gross domestic product, has
downshifted to an anemic growth

rate of about 1 percent, a marked
drop from the 3.2 percent rate
last summer. A rate that slow
means that an unforeseen shock
could push the country over the
edge into recession.
The last recession In 1990 occurred as the central bank was
trying to reverse the effects of
earlier credit tightening. Many
analysts have thought that that
downturn would have been
avoided had oil prices not soared
following Iraq's Invasion of Kuwait.
But transcripts of Fed meetings for the period released last
week showed that Federal
Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan and other policymakers
failed to see mounting evidence
of a downturn, insisting that the
period of sluggish growth would
soon be over.
"That mistake will not be repeated this time," said Allen
Sinai, chief economist at Lehman
See Economy, page four.
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University should BG must keep "teaching teacher"
balance books first
Lately, it seems as though controversy has been
abounding about the future of financial aid for Ohio
state colleges and universities. The fever has hit the
University, especially hard ever since U.S. Representative Marcy Kaptur, (D-OH), visited the campus.
"I'm really disheartened by some of the actions I see
in Washington that will make it more difficult for the
leaders of the future to obtain an education," Kaptur
said during her visit. Apparently, the administration
here at the University feels the same way.
However, The News believes the administration needs
to stop blaming the state and federal government
While some higher educational institutions have begun
to put tuition freezes in place, the University's instructional and general fees have gone up every year since
1978. In the 1993-94 school year, students borrowed a
total of $28.1 million in loans. In 1995-96, students borrowed a total of $45.7 million.
If the current trend of incoming financial aid applicants continues, there will be more than double the
amount of applicants for the current school year than
there were in the 1994-95 school year. The 1994-95 year
saw 21,065 applicants, while in the time space of August
to October of 1995,14,177 applications were received.
These numbers indicate that the combination of tuition hikes and grant cuts have created a need for more
loans. University Board of Trustees President John Laskey said, "I'm very concerned about [the cutting of financial aid].
President Sidney Ribeau also voiced his concern on
the issue along the lines of potential students. "It can
have a direct impact on access. A lot of students will not
be able to afford to go to Bowling Green.
The News believes that in order for the University to
maintain current levels of enrollment and to keep from
harming the students in general, the administration
needs to look into lowering or capping tuition rates,
rather than whining about the government's lack of
funding.
After all, when students send in the personal check to
take care of the Bursar bill, ifs made to the order of
"Bowling Green State University."

The BG News

The goal of every good teacher
is to inspire students to critically
analyze Issues and apply what is
learned in the el—room to the
proverbial "real world."
This semester, students of one
teacher are doing just that.
Students are gearing up to apply what they have learned in
ethnic studies classes taught by
Lorna Gonsalves-Plnto - to ask
questions, to critically analyze
issues, and to resist injustice. As
her students will tell you, the
first step is to ask questions. Students of Gonsalves-Plnto are asking an important question: Why
isnt the University fighting to
retain an individual who has been
officially proclaimed one of our
University's five finest teachers?
For five years, professor Gonsalves-Plnto has been teaching
classes addressing issues of race,
class and gender. Her ability to
motivate students provides an
environment that encourages
learning and Intellectual growth.
Everyone participates in discussion and all are encouraged to
examine their place in the
scheme of oppression. The knowledge gained in her classes is applicable in any field. I had the
honor of taking one of GonsalvesPinto's classes, International
Perspectives on Women, and I
have integrated much of what I

bod
learned into my writing and reporting.
It is for this reason that Lorna
has been nominated twice for the
Master Teacher Award and twice
been a finalist This is an honor
that has been bestowed only on
our University's top professors and students do the nominating.
At the news of Loma's Imminent exit, a significant number of
students and staff members in
various offices are asking some
important questions:
Are the content and process of
Loma's teaching too radical for
the University?
Are Loma's accomplishments
in teaching being willfully disregarded by those faculty members and administrators who believe that teaching must take a
back seat to other professorial
expectations?
Are Loma's teachings too
much of a reminder of what college educators should really concentrate on?
If Gonsalves-Pinto leaves, a
clear message will be sent to stu-
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dents and others: this University
does not value superior teachers.
Whatever happened to "building community?" I do not want to
be a part of a community that refuses to promote cultural criticism In the interest of improvement What kind of academic
community can we be building if
we cannot find a place for our
best teachers? What kind of university does not fight to keep an
honored and respected teacher?
If administrators, including
Dr. Ribeau, do not view retaining
Lorna as part of their efforts to
"build a stronger community,"
they are making a serious mistake. There is a significant number of students ready to reiterate
that fact. Students know that
their opinion matters, and that
they, as students, have the power
to instigate change.
I spoke with several people in
the process of writing this column, including students in Lorna's classes. All of them felt their
growth at the University had
been enhanced by Loma's presence, and were dismayed that future students would not have the
same opportunity.
Actions are now being taken by
students to organize resistance,
including letter writing and networking efforts. One of Loma's
students, Jill Elliott, said "Dr.

Ribeau's idea of building community means jumping on the:
train, being together, and uniting
to build a sense of community
and growth. Lorna has been doing that for a long time." Others
echoed the same sentiment.
In the 1990s, when student
apathy is painfully apparent, I
must say seeing a teacher en-,
courage active and involved
learning is a breath of fresh air.
in Bowling Green. Loma's struggle to teach for social change is
highly respected In many universities across the country where
she addresses audiences and
conducts training sessions for
teachers and administrators.
At this University, we should
be learning how to actively make
things better Instead of just memorizing the way things are.
Lorna is one of the few professors who teaches this.
Making her drink the poison
will not extinguish the power
within each of her students.
Swatting at gadflies will only
make them angry.
If the University is serious
about its mission, we should fight
to keep those who fulfill this mission most effectively.
Andrea Wood is a Thursday
columnist for The BG News. You
can send comments to andreaw@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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Basic appreciation vs. blatant violation
Due to the fact that I'm the
grueling music writer for the
Friday insert magazine Weekend
Reality, I spend a lot of my
"free" time in the clubs of
Northwest Ohio, talking to various local bands.
About two weeks ago I was in
one such club with a female
friend of mine Since it was hot
as Hell in the given establishment (not that I've ever been
to Hell or anything), I went to go
grab myself a glass of Coke.
As I was walking back from the
bar with my beverage in hand, I
saw my friend "Sarah," In what
was apparently a very heated
discussion with a man in his midtwenties.
"I was Just trying to respect
you as the woman you are!" The
man said to Sarah.
'You told me you wanted to
touch my breasts!" Sarah responded.
"So what? You're a pretty girl
with big boobs and I'd like to
have the opportunity to touch
them some time." The man responded, completely unaware
that he was only seconds away
from having his nads crushed.
The question is, however, was
what this (now testicle-less) man
said sexual harrassement?
As you might unfortunately be
aware, sexual harrassment Is a
pretty tricky issue.
On one side of the fence, you've
got the people who see things the

he wanted to fondle her breasts.
Can you blame her for feeling
threatened or offended?
I certainly hope that everyone
out there can see her point of
view. Granted the nad crush
might of been a hair extreme, but

way this guy did. He didn't feel
that he was sexually harrassing
Sarah. He felt as though he was
just being honest with her. The
argument could (and has) been
made that this guy has every
right in the world to admire
women's breasts. So what if he
wanted to touch them, as long as
he didn't act on his desire without
permission to do so from the person in question?
Then there's Sarah's point of
view. Not only was Sarah
offended by this man's remarks,
but she also felt threatened by
them. Here was a man who she
didn't even know telling her that

The American public
seems to be very
ignorant about what
sexual harrassment
is and how it should
be handled. I'm not a
law student or
anything, but I'd like
to think I have a
pretty good working
definition of the term.
then again, maybe not.
Regardless, the American public seems to be seems to be very
ignorant about what sexual harrassment is and how it should be
handled. Granted I'm not a law
student or anything, but I'd like
to think that I have a pretty good
working definition of the term.
First off, to be sexual harrassement, it has to be harrassment
first. If someone says to you:
"That outfit looks nice on you,"
chances are that no one outside

of Johnny Cochran will be able to
prove to a judge or jury that the
person in question was sexually
harrassing you. Chances are that
they were just saying your outfit
looks nice on you. Loosen-up and
live with it.
If someone tells you "That outfit looks good on you, but it would
look better on my bedroom floor
In the morning," then chances
are that you've got a good old
fashioned case of sexual harrassment on your hands.
If that's the case, report it If
someone has said something like
to you (whether or not you
and/or the offender are male or
female), then the chances are
that they've made simlliar remarks to other people. If you're
not willing to do it for yourself,
do it for all of the other victims
who you might or might not
know.
I apologize that this column is
so "teacher to studenf'-esque,
But there are way too many people out there who are ignoring
and/or accepting the problem
for anyone to handle the issue in
any other way.
Aaron Weisbrod is the Thursday columnist who tried very
hard to cover a very large issue in
a very small amount of space. Let
him know how he did at aaronw9bgnet.bgsuedu or 210 West
Hall.
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Black History Month celebrated
February events include dinner theater, Gospel Harvest
Kristin Stadum
The BC News

The beginning of February
marks more than yet another
cold month of classes. Throughout' the month, the University
will sponsor several events In
homage to Black History Month.
"A Salute to the Black Family"
will be presented Feb. 10 at 7
p.m. In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the University Union.
The Office of Multicultural Affairs is sponsoring the production, which Is its seventh annual
dinner theatre.
"What we have done is taken
several songs and scenes from
plays and put them together to
put the African-American family
on 11181," producer and executive
director Lundeana Thomas said.
The dinner theatre focuses on
drugs and gangs, spiritual values
and etiquette, economics and ed-

ucation and families comprised
of absent fathers and single
mothers. The Intent will be to
find a solution to these problems
which plague African Americans.
Several students from the University are taking active parts in
the production including Bettina
Holmes, Stacey Morrison, Vida
Posey, Tara Andrews and Dwight
Steele. Mike Polndexter, a graduate student in dance who "takes
the bus in from Cleveland." helps
with the choreography, according to Thomas.
"We are using a lot of technology in our portrayal - it creates a
big Impact," Thomas said.
Reservations for the event are
being taken through Feb. 3. Tickets are $15 and can be obtained
by calling Kay Taulker, Multicultural Affairs and Student Services secretary, at 372-8357.
Seating will be tables of eight.

and entire tables may be reserved by organizations or groups of
students, according to Taulker.
The anthology will also be presented at 8 p.m. Feb. 17 in the
Eva Marie Saint Theatre in University Hall. Tickets are $3 and
can be purchased in the box office
Another theatrical production,
'What About Black Womyn?"
will be staged at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 22
in the Joe E. Brown Theatre in
University Hall. The two-act play
by James Chapman focuses on
three black women living with
AIDS. Admission is free, but
seating is limited.
The University will provide
counselors after the show to educate about AIDS and offer counseling services.
The fourth annual Gospel
Harvest will be held on Feb. 3 at
3 p.m. In Kobacker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts Center. The

event will celebrate the contributions African Americans have
made to gospel music. Admission
Is free for students with a valid
I.D. and for children under 10.
Tickets are $3 for adults.
Aditlonal activities celebrating
Black History Month include:
■ A lecture on race relations
by Jawanza Kunjufu, a nationally
known educator, tonight at 7 p.m.
in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of
the University Union.
■ Black History Month Jeopardy will be held Feb. 6 at 8 p.m.
in the Ohio Suite of the University Union.
■ Former Black Panther David
Hilliard will speak at 8 p.m. Feb.
7 In Lenhart Grand Ballroom of
the University Union.
■ Graduate fellow LUa Curry
will enumerate on the experiences of a graduate, student in
Ghana on Feb. 13 at 7 p.m. in the
Amani Room of the Commons.

DuPont

BGaSkU
"Many receive advice, only the celed?
wise profit from it "Syria
Dear Blizzard BewilderedIf the weather is bad and you
When can I course request for are uncertain if classes are being
Fall Semester 19967
held, contact the departments
Dear Planning Ahead Hilda:
which offer your courses. Some
You may course request for classes may still be held despite
your fall 1996 courses between the weather.
Jan.22 - Feb. 7 over the STAR-90
You may also want to consult
system. Check the Spring 96/Fall the professor of each of your
96 Schedule Booklet for system courses to see what their indihours.
vidual policy Is on weatherrelated absences. If the local new
I'm not sure my present major reports the University is closed,
Is for me anymore. My Interests no classes will be held.
have rt—rtg**! and I'm not sure
what I should do. Is there anyI don't think all of my mall Is
where I can go for help?
being sent to my home address.
Dear Major Dilemma:
Don't panic! Your experience Where Is It going?
Dear Missing Mall:
is common among college stuHave you been checking your
dents. There are many resources
available to help you. Career on-campus mailbox in Room 208
Services is designed to assist Moseley Hall? Every student
students in clarifying and Im- who lives off-campus is assigned
an on-campus mailbox. If you do
plementing their career goals.
not wish to have an on-campus
When the weather Is bad, how mailbox contact the Registrar's
do I know If classes are can- office.

Continued from page one.

with police.
Du Pont has been accused of
pointing a gun at a wrestler on
his estate, and a neighbor says he
once drove two Lincoln Continentals into a pond. Another woman
says he drove his tank up her
driveway and asked, "Can your
husband come out and play?"
"This is crazy," said Vincent
Fuller, the attorney who persuaded a jury in 1982 to acquit
John Hinckley by reason of insanity in the assassination attempt on President Reagan. "You
need to have overwhelming evidence to show that the accused
has been detached from reality
over a period of time, and con-

cerning [du Pont], that's clearly
the case."
However, Blumberg said only
about 10 percent of insanity defenses are successful. Juries, he
said, are generally skeptical that
a mental illness can render people irresponsible.
In Pennsylvania, the case may
be even harder to prove. In reaction to the Hinckley verdict,
Pennsylvania and many other
states gave juries the option of
finding someone guilty but mentally ill.

■ On Jan. 28, a resident of
Conklln Hall advised University
police that he smelled a "burning
vegetative substance thought to
be marijuana."

■ On Jan. 25, an employee of
Founders Hall reported to campus police that three fire extinguishers had been stolen, each
worth $100. On Jan. 29, someone
reported that two extinguishers
were taken from Olscamp Hall.
There is a suspect in the Olscamp
affair, but no one knows the alleged fire extinguisher thief
from Founders.
■ On Jan. 26, a resident of
Bromfleld Hall reported to University police that someone had
thrown a "large piece of frozen
grass" through her window.

■ On Jan. 28, an employee of
Offenhauer West told police that
some damage had been done to
the 8th floor. During an area
check by police, it was concluded
that the damage was done during
an "after-hockey-game party."
But according to the police report, "no one seems to recall who
was there."

Educator explains
eating disorders
Jennifer Schab
The BC News

Preoccupations with eating and
self-deprivation of activities due
to body image, such as not going
swimming because you do not
want to wear a bathing suit, could
be signs of eating disorders, according to a health educator.
Jeanne Wright, health educator, said these are cases where
early intervention can be made.
An eating disorder, Wright
said, is an " ... extreme expression of behaviors that would have
to do weight."

"Eating disorders affect men
and women," Wright said, though
women are the majority, because
of social influences and pressures.
•
"Symptoms of eating disorders
can be not eating much, eating a
lot and purging or not eating at
all," Wright said. Most students
range along the continuum.
Wright said most of the time
the causes of eating disorders
are underlying psychological
causes, and if it is on the students' mind, they should get help.

Killers found guilty but mentally ill are sent to a mental institution; if they recover, they go to
prison for life.

Alcohol ban lifted
IOWA CITY - University of
Iowa Greeks have voted to lift a
self-imposed ban on alcohol - but, at the same time, will institute new rules designed to keep
minors from drinking.
The university's sororities and
fraternities decided Sept 27 to
place a temporary moratorium
on serving liquor at parties in re-

sponse to the alcohol-related
death of a Lambda Chi Alpha associate member, Matthew Garofalo.
The ban was lifted Jan. 21 following a town hall meeting on alcohol with the UI community.
According to Interfraternity
See Ban, page »ix.

See Eat, page eight.
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Homecoming is on the horizon...
We invite you to join the '96 HC to
help design an exciting week of
festivities.
Feb. S, 1996 Taf. Room 8:0Opm

"When the praises go up
the blessings %M come down"
Saturday. February 3. 19M
3:00 p.m. 10 6:00 p.m.
Kobockw Hall

For more info,
call 2-7164
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Players needed
to Bowl for Kids
Meredith Tremain
The BC News
Bowlers are needed March 9
for the eleventh annual Bowling
Far Kids fundraiser to benefit
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
northwest Ohio.
The event will take place at
Varsity Lanes, 1033 S. Main. To
be eligible to play in the Big
Brothers/Big Sisters fundraiser,
$50 in pledges and teams of five
players is recommended.
"If you raise $50 in pledges you
get a free t-shirt,"sald Jerrie Unholz, casework coordinator of
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
Wood and Ottawa counties. "But
you have to have at least $10 in
pledges to bowl."
The money raised for pledges
provides free food and two free
rounds of bowling to the participants.
Bowling For Kids provides
much of the funding for Big
Brothers/Big Sisters of northwest Ohio.
"We raised $132,000 total in

Democrat
runs for
treasurer

Slim Pickings

1994 for all four counties [Wood,
Ottawa, Lucas and Eastern Fulton counties] before expense*,"
Unholzsaid.
Sixty percent of the funding
for Big Brothers/Big Sisters
comes from the United Way and
the rest comes from fundraisers
such as bowling, Unholz said.
The United Way provides funding for Big Brothers/Big Sisters
through an allocations process,
said Lucy Schiller, executive director of Big Brothers/Big Sisters of northwest Ohio.

Brandon Wray
The BC News

According to Schiller, the organization must justify why they
need the funding to operate.
Bowlers are an Important part
of the Bowling For Kids event.
"The more money we raise, the
more kids we can serve," Schiller
said.
Organizations can get teams
together and bowl against one
another, Unholz said.
Bowling is only one way University students can help Big
Brothers/Big Sisters.

Economy
Continued from page one.

Brothers Global Economics.
"The Fed has a lot of room to
ease because inflation is not an
Issue."
.The Labor Department reportAl. Wednesday that inflation at
thiR,wholesale level jumped by 0.5
perc%n|. in December after a
similar Airge in November. But
that spike was blamed on a temporary jaif'.from 'higher energy
prices, which anajpts noted had
already begun toCack down. For

the year, the Producer Price Index was up a modest 2.2 percent.
Economists said they were expecting good inflation news
Thursday when the government
releases its December report on
consumer prices. They believe
for the fourth straight year consumer prices will have risen less
than 3 percent, something that
has not happened since the
mid-1960s.

Hardl

""■>

Mpart Mi k.U TdtortrTfcc AuadaW Praii
A robin plucks a berry from a tree amid cool temperature! in Philadelphia. With illm pickings left
from the recent blizzard, wildlife await spring.

See Norton, page eight

I Engineer announces re-election campaign
Brandon Wray
The BG News

LSATWMCAT

Democrat Marlene Norton has
announced her candidacy for the
office of Wood County treasurer.
Norton, a certified public accountant, has 21 years of accounting experience at Norton
'and Petkwitz, 725 Haskins Road.
She has also served on the Board
of Trustees at Owens Community
College, ■
According to. Norton, the
' treasurer's' responsibility is to j
handle all the finances /or the
county,
•
•■.*«'
"As treasurer I would design :
systems to ensure that money I
would be handled correctly," '•
Norton said. "I also make sure ;
that all the county's tax forms
are filed correctly."
A current trend among local
politicians has been to take an-'
other post and not finish the term ;
to which they were elected. Nor-:
ton said.
"If Wood Countians give me
the honor of serving as their ■
treasurer, barring death or inca- ]
pacify, I pledge that I will neither :
retire, seek another office nor:
will I engage in the ail-too-!
common court house games of
political musical chairs."
She challenges her opponent.
Republican Robert Van Horn, to
make the same pledge.
"I confidently ask the voters to
compare our respective profes-

Republican Anthony Allion is
running for re-election as Wood
County engineer.
So far, the Bloomdale native is
running unopposed in his bid for
a fifth term. Allion has also ran
unopposed in the last three elec-

SPRING BREAK IN

tions.
As County engineer, Allion is
responsible for the county's 250
miles of roadways, its 450
bridges and the upkeep of the
roads in the winter.
One of Allion's main goals is to
improve the county bridges.
"Of the 450 bridges, which are
defined as surfaces that are elevated over a surface for more
than 10 feet, 100 need to be Improved," Allion said. "I want to
widen all the bridges to 22 feet
and reinforce the ones that currently cant handle excessive
loads."
"I don't know if we can get the
funds to do all the improvements

we need, but we will try to do less
re-paving and more bridge Improvement to save money," Allion said. "Right now we get
money locally from auto licenses
and gas taxes. We will try to get
more state and federal dollars
for some of the work."
The Ohio State University
graduate is also responsible for
the snow removal In the winter.
"This winter we've spent more;
money on salt and rocks than:
ever because of the crush we got
when it did snow," Allion said.
Anthony Allion has lived In
Anthony Allion Wood County for 35 years and
Wood County engineer graduated from Elmwood High
School.

"I don't know if we
can get the funds to
do all the
improvements we
need, but we will try
to do less re-paving
and more bridge
improvement to save
money."

Vice

Bo

Call1-8
for rrtor

KAPLAN

Continued from page one.
FOft INFO CALL

http://www.takeabreak.com

1-800-9 5-BREAK

he will make an excellent VPAA
and I look forward to working
with him," Cranny said. "I'm
very pleased with the decision."
Since joining the Colorado faculty In 1969, Middleton, who is
also a professor of history, has
held other administrative positions in the College of Arts and
Sciences, Including associate
dean for curricular affairs and
dean of summer school (1987-88),
associate dean for Student Aca-

demic Affairs (1981-86) and Assistant Graduate Studies from
1976-79 and director of the Sewall Hall Residential Academic
program from 1973-76.
Middleton earned master's and
doctoral degrees, in history,
from Duke University in 1967
and 1969, respectively. He graduated magna cum laude from
Florida State University with a
bachelor's degree In history in
1965.
Middleton Is a specialist in
British history with an emphasis

on politics and society in early
19th century Britain. He is the
author of a book, "The Administration of British Foreign Policy," as well as numerous scholarly papers, reviews and entries in
reference books.
He is a member of Phi Beta
Kappa, the American Historical
Association, the North American'
Conference on British Studies,
the Southern Conference on
British Studies and the Western
Conference on British Studies
and other organizations.

JOHN NEWL0VE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

IIMItllllll ,

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

••MiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiP

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with bur friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

w
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Riverboat casino trying to
stay afloat in Ohio waters

Leaning

The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - Backers of a
statewide riverboat gambling referendum expanded their proposal Wednesday to allow slot
machines and pull-tab bingo at
fraternal and veterans halls.
The change helped the procasino Buckeye Extravaganza
group based in suburban Cleveland attract a key ally: the
Fraternal Order of Eagles, which
has 250,000 members and auxiliary members in Ohio.
The group has endorsed the
Buckeye Extravaganza petition
drive and will help circulate petitions to get the measure on the
Nov. S ballot.
The proposal, which seeks approval for eight riverboat casinos in Ohio, was to be submitted Wednesday afternoon to the
Ohio Attorney General's office,
which must review the wording.
If approved, Lertzman's group
can begin collecting signatures.

Rick Lertzman, president of
Buckeye Extravaganza based in
Pepper Pike, said the Eagles
would be paid nothing for the endorsement or to circulate petitions.
Lertzman said that like other
fraternal and veterans groups, a
successful referendum would
help club fund-raising.
"This is a great opportunity for
them," Lertzman said.
James Valentine, state secretary of the Ohio State Aerie of
the Fraternal Order of Eagles
based in Beavercreek, told
Lertzman in a letter Monday the
group was happy to help.
"The Eagles will promote the
signing of petitions to get on the
ballot and when this is completed, remind all of our friends
and members to go out and vote
for this change," Valentine said.
Valentine predicted his members would back the referendum
because of irritation with state
gambling raids at clubs. He men-

tioned in particular two Eagle
clubs facing fines of up to
$30,000.
Not everyone is happy with the
referendum.
"I don't think any of the veterans organizations would be
supportive," said Don Lanthorn,
legislative agent and service director of the 165,000 American
Legion members in Ohio.
The leaders of the group have
not been approached about back-!
ing the casino referendum and
"I'm not sure they'd be receptive
to something like that," Lanthorn
said.
Gov. George Voinovich also,
opposed casino legalization and
has been meeting with groups to
galvanize opposition to Lertzman's effort and a similar, competing proposal from a group led'
by Alan Spitzer, a Lorain developer.
Spitzer is awaiting approval of,
his proposal.
,

Boy charged with beating foster mother
Mitch Weiss
The Associated Press

Peter ZuifVThc Atuciated Prut

J.T. Turmlre, 4, left, and Amber Guegulerre, 6, try to right a large leaning snowman in Waubesha,
Wlf. Tbe inowman wai made on Sunday by the children's parents.

If convicted as a juvenile, he
could be sentenced to a juvenile
facility until he turns 21. There is
no death penalty for juveniles in
Ohio, even if they are tried as
adults. Conviction as an adult
could mean life in prison, with
parole eligibility after 20 to 25
years.

TOLEDO A 15-year-old boy
was charged Wednesday with
beating his foster mother with a
hatchet, then setting her body on
fire, the Lucas County prosecutor said.
Johnny Jordan, who faces JuTwice since Friday, the Johnvenile counts of aggravated
murder and aggravated arson, sons had asked authorities to rehas confessed to the slaying, move Jordan, who had lived with
the couple since mid-December,
Prosecutor Anthony Pizza said.
said Lucas County Children SerJeanette Johnson, 62, was vices spokesman Mark Harris.
found by her husband Charles He was to have moved out Feb. 6
Monday night on the floor of to move to a group home.
their kitchen. The coroner's ofBut after talking with Children
fice said her head was crushed Services representatives, they
with a blunt object before she relented and decided to let him
was doused with kerosene and stay until he could move to the
set on fire.
group home, Harris said.
Pizza said he did not know the
When he moved in, there were
motive.
no problems, Johnson said in an
Jordan was arrested Monday interview.
night on an unrelated parole vio"Then last week, he began
lation. He was being held smoking cigarettes and using
Wednesday at the Child Study In- curse words. I told him to get rid
stitute without bond pending a of the cigarettes and stop using
court hearing. Pizza said pros- that foul language. He said he
ecutors would seek to have him would curse anytime he felt like
tried as an adult.
it. Nobody can do nothing about

It," Johnson said.
Johnson said he does not know
why Jordan changed. He said he
has no Idea what prompted the
attack.
The teen-ager has been in and
out of foster homes since 1988.
He was taken from his family
home after social workers found*
him living in a filthy, unheated,
unlit house that had no running
water. Harris would not say who
See Foster, page sewn.

Safety Xvtai
lip of llic llav

• Avoid Instigating sexual
assault by realizing that if
someone says "maybe"and
then decides "no," that he
or she has the right to set
such limits, even if you feel
you have been "led on."
• Did you know...
UAO with Public Safety are
sponsoring basic and
advanced self defense
courses.
-Sponsored by SHARP

Jury selected for Dayton murder trial
James Hannah
The Associated Press

DAYTON ~ A Jury was seated
Wednesday in the trial of a woman accused of killing her 4-yearold daughter, hiding the body and
reporting her missing.
The six-man, six-woman Montgomery County Common Pleas
Court jury was seated after three
days of questioning. Opening
statements were scheduled for
Wednesday afternoon.
Ritchie, 24, of Dayton, is

charged with murdering Samantha Ritchie on July 17. She could
face life In prison if convicted.
The child's disappearance
sparked an outpouring of community support after her mother
called police to report her missing. She claimed the child was
not in her bed when she went to
wake her.
Ritchie pleaded for the return
of the girl in television and
newspaper interviews, as police,
neighbors and volunteers
searched the area.

Police found the body July 22
submerged in a water-filled pit at
an abandoned iron-castings
foundry a block from her home.
Ritchie and neighbor Ernest
Vernell Brooks, 43, were arrested two weeks later.
Police said they believed Ritchie beat the child to death after
she wandered into a room where
Ritchie and Brooks were having
sex.
Police have said Ritchie confessed, but her attorneys said
any statements she made were

not given voluntarily.
Brooks, who pleaded guilty to
gross abuse of a corpse, tampering with evidence and obstructing justice, has agreed to testify
for the prosecution.
Ritchie is being charged with
gross abuse of a corpse, tampering with evidence. Inducing panic
and making a false alarm.

GOfrALCOMS!

EOaicfl DSfhyotp SOcDniDQilaiflrjQ
February 9th-10th
7:30 pm - 7:00 am
Only 035.00
Includes lift ticket,
rentals, and transportation

Only 025.OO
Includes lift ticket
and transportation

BURSARABLE: sign up in the Student Activities Office
For More Info, coll 2-7164
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BBQ
Chicken
& Ribs

$6.95
III Yon Can Eal
Incl: potatoes, toss salad
& garlic bi
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GttCCNBMAR, INC.
Announces two new buildings at Campbell Hill
for Fall 1996

BOWL-N-GREENERY

Pasta
Day
$5.20 ^^
plua tax

OPEN 4:30-7pm
' All students meal plan cards
accepted

i

At its Finest

^^^^r

Incl: Complete salad bar,
garlic bread and unlimited
beverage.

2 and 3 bedrooms available!
These will go fast!
224 E. Wooster

352-0717

I

$2.00
$3.00
21 & over
UNDER
LOWEST BEER PRICES IN BG

I
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Doctors unsure about suicide law Homeless man jailed for theft,
Study shows physicians don't know what to prescribe
possession of stolen property
Malcolm Rltter
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Many Oregon
doctors aren't sure they know
enough to carry out a state law
that would let them help terminal
patients commit suicide, a study
says.
Half of the doctors surveyed
weren't sure what to prescribe
for a suicide.
The findings reveal practical
problems so fundamental that
they should reopen the question
of whether legalizing assisted
suicide Is a good idea, said study
co-author Dr. Susan Tolle.
Practical problems have been
largely overlooked in the debate
so far, which has focused on philosophical issues, said Tolle, director of the Center for Ethics in
Health Care at the Oregon Health
Sciences University in Portland.
Oregon voters passed the assisted-suicide measure in 1994,
but it has not taken effect because of court rulings. The
measure would have been the nation's first to allow a doctor to
prescribe a lethal dose of medication when asked by a terminally ill patient.
Last March, researchers at the
university mailed questionnaires
to ail Oregon doctors whose specialties suggested they might
handle suicide requests. They
heard back from 70 percent, or a
, total of 2,761 doctors.
Among the findings, published
! in Thursday's issue of the New

England Journal of Medicine:
■While the law says that only
patients expected to live less
than six months would be eligible, half the doctors said they
weren't confident they could
come from patients whose
predict whether Individual
patients had less than six months
left.
■While the law would require a
referral to a mental health
professional if the patient's
judgment appeared to be Influenced by depression or some
other mental disorder, 28 percent
of the doctors said they weren't
confident they could recognize
depression in a patient requesting a lethal prescription.
■Half the doctors said they
weren't sure what they would
prescribe. That "raises grave
questions about the potential for
Incomplete suicides in the absence of reliable prescribing information," researchers wrote
The law forbids a lethal injection
If the prescription fails to kill.
A failed suicide could leave the
patient in worse shape than before.
"I think the practical problems
that come up in the survey are
fairly substantive, and in my
mind forces the whole discussion
back on the table on a fundamental level," said Dr. Melinda Lee,
lead author of the study.
Arthur Caplan, director of the
Center for Bioethics at the University of Pennsylvania, agreed.
"I think that people have acted

cavalierly about some very tough
Issues with respect to the nuts
and bolts of implementation," he
said. "We aren't very good at
predicting who has six months to
live."
Dr. Steven Miles, a faculty associate at the Center for Biomedlcal Ethics at the University of
Minnesota, said inability to make
that prediction would not be
much of a problem. Most
requests for assisted suicide
disease Is at the end stage, he
said.
The other concerns are major
issues, he said. Dispensing an effective, lethal prescription may
prove difficult because many
terminally ill patients may have a
high tolerance for such medication, he said.
Doctors might have to move
away from drugs and use poisons
like cyanide, said Miles, who opposes legalization of assisted suicide. He also said physicians are
poor at recognizing depression in
chronically ill patients.

The Oregon survey also found
that 60 percent of doctors
thought assisted suicide should
be legal in some cases, which
they were not asked to specify.
Another survey, also in Thursday's issue of the journal, found
that 56 percent of Michigan doctors in specialties likely to involve terminally HI patients
favored legalization if the alternative was a ban.

BAN

STUDY HARD!
IIELF
LOOKING FOR A JOB FOR THE
96.97 SCHOOL YEAR?
Then Recreational Sports is where it's at!!!

Continued from page three.
Council President Matt Ross,
some of the new proposals to limit alcohol consumption by minors
include stiffer sanctions against
chapters who violate the policy,
random checks on parties, and
requiring wristbands to be worn
by people of legal drinking age.
UI PanheUenic President Cari
Tarnowskl said while many
Greeks viewed the moratorium
as a punishment, it was Intended
to be a period of reexamlnatlon
of standards.

Applications for all positions will be available Feb. 5th
and 6th starting at 7:00 am in the Activity Center
of the Student Recreation Center.

\:
For more information call: Chandra Oliver ffl 372-7482 or 372-2711

SAN RAFAEL, Calif. - Neal
Berry has a laptop computer, a
cellular phone, a Screamingfast modem and a slew of
friends on the Internet.
About the only thing he
doesnt have is a place to live
and a Job.
"People don't understand
why I chose to live on the
streets, but I dont understand
why they're willing to pay $500
a month Just for a place to
live," he said. "All a house is is
a glorified cardboard box."
The 22-year-old thought he
had it pretty good until last
week, when someone abandoned an old car near his
campsite under two freeways,
bringing the Highway Patrol
out to have a look.
What they found was Berry's
tent, a mattress, some clothes
and the juice that powered his
computer gear - several heavy-Jury batteries taken from a
state Transportation Department worksite nearby.
Berry was Jailed on charges
of theft and possession of stolen property, punishable by 90
days behind bars. It was the
first run-in with the law for
Berry, who said he grew up in
group homes and on the streets
of Los Angeles.
Thirteen batteries were
found at Berry's camp, at least
three of them - 24-volt,
50-pound cells costing $90 each
belonging to Caltrans.
"They're real big and they
have a lot of power. We're not
talking DieHard. We're talking
large, earthmoving equipment
batteries," said Novato police
Sgt. Jim Laveroni.
Berry insisted he didn't steal
the batteries - he found them
among the Junk under the
freeway.
On Wednesday, after five
days in Jail, he was released
without bail. Prosecutors recommended him for a program

TW Aifoclatcd Pren
Neal Berry, a homeless man arrested for theft of batteries, listens
to a Judge In San Rafael, Calif.
that will allow him to keep the
arrest off his record as long as
he stays out of trouble.
For more than a year. Berry
lived a mountain-man life in
the tangled trees under the
freeways He went to work
each day as a $9-an-hour shipping clerk and returned each
night.
A polite, shy young man with
strong, if mildly expressed,
opinions, he made enough to
live on but thought rents in
well-to-do Marin County were
shockingly high, and he didn't

want to share a household with
strangers.
"So I figured I'd just go to
Costco and buy a $50 tent and
live on my own," he said.
Berry, who got his first taste
of the on-line world at age 17
when a friend took him in for a
while, spent his money instead
on computer gear.
He got a post office box and a
voice mail account so he could
get mail and phone calls. Next
came a pager, so he'd know
when someone had called his
voice mail number.

Foster
< i;nss < or.viKY
at

Positions available in the Rec Center:
Equipment Room Supervisor, Floor Supervisor,
Lifeguard, Receptionist, and Weight Room Supervisor
Positions available in the Field House:
Floor Manager and Receptionist
Come early because a limited number of applications
will be available

Elizabeth Weist
The Associated Press

SKI

Oak O|»«.-iiiuqs!!!

Saturday, Feb. 10th
qDmlfo gllSQ(LXD
\ BURSARABLE y

8:ooam

■ 2:30pm

Cost includes ski rental, transportation, two bagels,
and hot chocolate!

-Sign up in the Student Activities Office |

For more info, call: 2-7164

Are You Hungry?
The first 200 seniors to have their portraits taken this
week will receive a coupon good for a free small
pizza from the Pizza Outlet.

Continued from page five.

summoned the authorities or if
Jordan's parents were ever
charged.
Jordan had several run-ins
with the law after he entered foster care. He has been accused of
stealing from foster parents,
lying to them, vandalizing another's home and striking one
foster mother, records show.
In 1994, he was convicted of
felonious assault for striking a
bus driver and spent 10 months
in a Juvenile Jail.
Johnson said they did not know
about Jordan's past when they
took him in.
"If we did, there was no way I

would have taken him in," said
the 70-year-old retired welder.
He did not return a call seeking
comment Wednesday.
Harris said agency did not believe Jordan was a threat to the
Johnsons.
"It's everyone's worst nightmare," said Ellen Jones, Children
Services director.
She said her agency held a
meeting Tuesday night with 70
foster parents to talk about the
slaying.
She said she tried to allay their
fears.
"This is no different than what
we happen to see in our community every day," she said.

TanheCCenic
Spring H&sfi
See What You've Been Missing—
Houses Rushing [an. 29th and 31st
Kappa Kappa Gamma - Sigma Kappa
Alpha Gamma Delta - Phi Mu
Pi Beta Phi - Kappa Delta
Alpha Omicron Pi
Houses Rushing Ian. 30th and Feb. 1st
Gamma Phi Beta - Chi Omega
Alpha Xi Delta - Delta Gamma
Alpha Chi Omega - Delta Zeta
Alpha Phi

This is the last chance for May
and August Grads to have their
portraits taken.

-Party times 8 -8:45 & 9 -9:45 p.m.

I

I

Any Q's call the Panhel Ofc @ 2 - 2534
or Catherine @2 - 4594

call 372- 8086

And Bring A Friend!!

*

Try to study on the weekends
J .
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State apologizes for castration Cold weather
Man receives cottage in exchange for physical suffering
grips nation
Martha Waggoner

The Associated Press

GOLDSBORO, N.C. - At 87,
Junius Wilson finally has a life.
He lives comfortably In a neat,
three-bedroom brick house with
a front porch, where he likes to
chat with a new friend in an obscure sign language, the Raleigh
dialect, that was taught to blacks
in the 1920s.
He helped pick out his furnishings, including a wall clock with
big numbers, even though he
cannot tell time. He proudly
points out his shoes to visitors.
It is a simple life, but it is the
state's way of making amends.
Wilson, a deaf black man, was
accused of rape in 1925, castrated and locked up In a state
mental hospital for 69 years. A
"lunacy jury" found him incompetent to stand trial, but the
charges were dropped in the
1970s, and at some point state authorities realized he never was
mentally 111 or retarded.
For the past two years he has
been living in the house on the
grounds of Cherry Hospital.
The state that confined Wilson
In a segregated and rat-Infested
institution and forgot about him
for generations finally acknowledged mistreating him. Now, it
provides him with the home and
round-the-clock care. It is truly a Southern Gothic
tale," says John Wesson, Wilson's
state-appointed guardian.
Wilson's case Is so old that
many details have been lost; no-

Steve Kline
The Associated Press

The A«McUled Preit

Junius Wilson, a man who was imprisoned for rape even though he was not guilty, lives In this cottage
at the Cherry Hospital in Goldsporo, N.C
body knows for sure whom he
was accused of raping. Even his
age was unclear two years ago,
when he was thought to be in his
90s. School records found recently show he is 87.
When the rape accusations
were made, Wilson was 17, deaf
and mute. He is not retarded or
mentally 111, but was institutionalized anyway.
"I am certain people were
afraid of him," Wesson says.
"People are afraid of deaf and
mute people today."
Wilson "has been the victim of
social politics that we look back
on now and are deeply troubled

by," says John Baggett, deputy
director of the state Division of
Mental Health.
According to state records,
Wilson's family largely forgot
about him, too, visiting him only
twice in 69 years. Now, a cousin
from Seattle has sued the state
for $150 million, accusing " of
violating Wilson's constitutional
rights. The case could go to trial
as early as April

good quality of life for the rest of
his life," he says. "I'm not sure
we owe the relatives anything."

Relatives say that state records are incomplete, and that
the family sought Wilson's
release at least twice. An attorney for the cousin, Andre
Branch, says Branch would not
benefit from the lawsuit; the
money would go first to Wilson
and then to his next-of-kln, his
Baggett says Wilson suffered sister in New York City.
at the hands of the state, but he
The state contends Wilson's
has little sympathy for distant
family is at least partially to
relatives.
"I think we owe Mr. Wilson a blame for his mistreatment

OMAHA, Neb. - Just a week
ago, Linda Reams was basking in the sunny Caribbean. On
Wednesday, the temperature
in her hometown of Ord
dropped to 28 below zero and
Mrs. Kearns wondered why
she ever came back.
"If we had wind, tiiis would
be unbearable," she said, wistfully recalling 90-degree days
aboard a cruise ship.
Arctic cold gripped much of
the Northern and central
states, with record low temperatures across the northern
Plains and upper Midwest.
Temperatures were still below
zero during the afternoon
from Idaho into Illinois.
Tower and Embarrass,
Minn., were coldest of all, with
readings of 55 below. A windchill reading of 74 below was
reported at Hallock, Minn.
At least one death was indirectly attributed to the cold.
In West Point, an 89-year-old
man died Wednesday in a
house fire that investigators
said was started by a space
heater being used to thaw frozen water lines.
It was even cold for International Falls, Minn., which
celebrates itself as the nation's icebox. The city's mlnus-35 reading tied its record

for the date, and it was the
10th straight day of temperatures of 30 below or worse.
"We were hoping for that.
Our image has been bad for
the last couple of years because It's been too warm," said
Sonny Nesbitt, 69, a retired
state trooper in International
Falls.
Record lows for the date
were tied or broken in Wyoming, Montana, South Dakota,
Nebraska, Iowa, Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Michigan and Illinois.
"You wear tights, and you
wear your jeans, and you wear
your pants, and you wear
double insulation, and just
wear the warmest clothes you
got," said Carmen Barretto, a
teacher in Chicago, where the
low was 11 below zero.
"You don't think about how
cold It is, because the more
you think about how cold it is,
the colder you're going to
feel."
In Alaska, where It's supposed to be cold, Wednesday's
high at Anchorage was 35 above zero.
A Kearney travel agent said
there had been a surge of
bookings for vacations in
warmer climates, with Mexico
and cruises among the most
popular.
"Everybody wants to get
out," Julie Clausen said.

Judge may not move bombing trial
Paul Queiry
The Associated Press
OKLAHOMA CITY - The
judge handling the Oklahoma
City bombing case today cast
doubt on the wisdom of moving
the trial to Lawton as his
predecessor had wanted, saying
there were "obvious deficiencies" in the courthouse there.
U.S. District Judge Richard
Matsch directed attorneys for
both sides to prepare a list of
changes that would have to be
made at the federal courthouse in
Lawton before it could hold the
trial. Both sides quickly agreed
that at least $1 million would
have to be spent.
"I think it's a waste of time to
even talk about Lawton," Matsch
said.
Matsch is conducting a hearing
in federal court on defense
requests to move the trial of
bombing defendants Timothy
McVeigh and Terry Nichols out
of Oklahoma altogether.
The prosecution and many victims' relatives want the trial to
remain in the state, in Tulsa if
not Lawton. Both are about 90
miles from Oklahoma City.
McVeigh and Nichols, former
Army buddies, are accused of the
April 19 bombing at the Alfred P
Murrah Federal Building that
killed 169 people and Injured
more than 500. If convicted on
federal murder and conspiracy

"I'm wondering if Lawton should be seriously
considered. There are obvious deficiencies
there that need to be corrected before the
trial could be held there."
Richard Matsch

The researcher, Donald Vinson, said he found little difference between people polled in
Lawton and Tulsa and those surveyed in Denver, Kansas City,
Kan., and Albuquerque, N.M.
Relatives of victims have argued strongly for keeping the
trial in the state, so that they can
attend.
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U.S. District Judge

charges, they could face the
death penalty.
Lawton was chosen as the trial
site by Matsch's predecessor,
U.S. District Judge Wayne Alley.
Alley was removed by the 10th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals last
month because bomb damage to
his courtroom and chambers
could have raised doubts about
his impartiality.
When defense Investigator
Harold Bodley began testifying
about Lawton's tiny federal
courthouse, Matsch broke in.
"I'm wondering if Lawton
should be seriously considered,"
the judge said. "There are obvious deficiencies there that
need to be corrected before the
trial could be held there."
The judge didn't elaborate, but
the defense cited at least two
problems: The holding cell at
Lawton has space for only one
person, and the area In the courtroom where the lawyers sit was
also too small.

Some relatives who were present at Tuesday's hearing broke
Also today, Scott Armstrong, a into tears upon seeing some of
media analyst, testified that the media footage presented. It
coverage of the bombing within included erroneous TV news rethe state has been much more in- ports..
tense than national coverage.
The defense played a videotape
of four television stories on the
night of the indictments in August from the NBC Night ly News
and from NBC affiliates In Denver, Tulsa and Oklahoma City.
The Denver segment was almost as brief as the loughly 1
1/2 minute segment on the
national news, while the Tulsa
segment lasted about 12 minutes
and the Oklahoma City segment
lasted more than 16 minutes.
On Tuesday, a researcher for
the prosecution said 60 percent
of potential jurors In Lawton said
they had no bias about McVeigh,
and 73 percent had no opinion
about Nichols' guilt or innocence.
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Plan Your Summer HOW...
BGSU Summer Schedule Online!

InttmMtitnmt & Simmer Prtfrmmi

ADMISSION

$2.00

February 2 and 3
AT 8:00 & 11:00 P.M. OLSCAMP111

http-JAnrww.bgsu.edu/
colleges/ContEd/

fall Schedule available
online at http://vmmugsu.eilu/
ohlces/registrar/class schedule/

PLANET OF THE APES
FEBRAURY 1 AT 9:00 P.M. AT
QISH FILM THEATER

FREE ADMISSION
For more info call 2-7164
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Brotherhood bridge links Sarajevo
First attempt by NATO to reunite Serbs and Muslims in 3 1/2 years
George Jahn
The Associated Press
SARAJEVO - Like surgeons
reattachlng a limb, NATO
troops have rejoined a Serbheld section of Sarajevo to the
rest of the city, pushing away
metal containers and other
barriers that divided the capital's Inhabitants for 3 and 172
years.
Sarajevo residents on both
sides of the former front line
awoke to a startling scene
Wednesday. The Bridge of
Brotherhood and Unity, a no\ man's land just a day before,
was once again a link over the
Miljacka river. Gone were the
barriers that had blocked the
view from snipers.
Serbs on the southern side of
the bridge could watch the
streetcars hurtling by in the
government-held sector. Muslims looking south saw the
broad avenue leading into the
Grbavlca neighborhood.

"It's so wonderful," said
Maja Davlc, a woman watching
from the Serb side Wednesday.
'This is a symbol of the normal
life we can live again."
Across the river, a taxi
driver called Hamo smiled
broadly as he gestured to the
other side. "I've waited years
for this," he said.
Still, lingering suspicions
threaten to keep Sarajevo's
Serbs and Muslims apart after
the physical barricades are
swept aside.
In Ilidza, another Serb-held
section of Sarajevo, unidentified gunmen wounded a
British NATO driver in the
wrist late Tuesday and peppered a NATO Land Rover with
bullets. Two days before, a U.S.
Army officer was grazed in the
neck by a sniper's bullet.
NATO officials attribute the
shootings to growing apprehension in Serb-held areas
about handing their territory

over to the Muslim-led
government by March 19.
Many Serbs have said they
would rather leave than have
their sectors submit to
government control, as stipulated by the U.S.-brokered
peace agreement.
The government, meanwhile,
has been demanding that Serbs
account for Muslims missing in
the war. Muslims seeking information about their loved
ones rioted Monday and Tuesday in Tuzla, the northeastern
city that is headquarters for
the 20,000 U.S. troops participating in the NATO-led peace
mission.
However, the city was
peaceful Wednesday, and a
Red Cross spokeswoman denied reports the organization
had suspended operations.
"Yesterday we continued to
work, and today we continue to
work," said Anne-Sophie Bonnefeld.

Despite the will for reconciliation, difficulties persisted
at the Grbavlca crossing.
Serb police set up in a sandbagged building cuffed and
slapped two teen-agers who
tried to saunter over without
official permission. Bosnian
government police would have
turned them back even had
they made it: Both sides were
letting in only those whose
names were on approved lists.
The list system began in the
thick of the war to permit brief
reunions of a select few aging
or dying relatives on the other
side, for instance. That it was
still in place Wednesday spoke
volumes about how poorly the
freedom of movement stipulated in the peace accord was
being enforced.
French NATO troopers
supervising the scene shrugged when asked why people
were not being allowed to cross
at will.

Eat
Continued from page three.

"Understand that a person may
be depressed, anxious and have
difficulty in relations," Wright
said. "Part of them wants to eat
and another part of them says not
to."
Anorexia, bulimia and compulsive overeating are the most
common disorders, according to
Wright "Anorexia is an intense
fear of gaining weight," Wright
said. Anorexics can have a distorted body image and a weight
loss of IS percent of their body
weight. Anorexics may also be
frequently cold, have irregular
menstrual periods, and mood
swings.
Bulimia, according to Wright,
is usually the consumption of
large amounts of food and then

purging. However, some bull.
mlcs eat a little and still purge '■
People who fear they or a
friend may have an eating dis;
order, "...need to examine their
own attitudes and values about
eating disorders and look for
more information," Wright said'
"Don't try to act as a therapist" ■
"Let the person know you are;
concerned," Wright said. "Dont
follow the person around."
Wright said students can check
the Wellness Center, the Counseling Center, the Health Center,
and the Psychological Services
Center for help and information.
Every week students call these
centers with concerns about eating disorders, Wright said.

Norton
Continued from page four.

sional qualifications," Norton
said. "And I challenge the incumbent seeking re-election to
make the committment of a fullterm service to the voters of
Wood County."
Norton said she has also shown
a committment to students as a

xist Chance To Goof Off!

trustee at Owens Community
College.
"In the last few years the college has come a long way, we
have transfer credit programs
established with Bowling Green,
Toledo and the University of
Michigan," Norton said. "We also
continue to have an excellent
technical program."

When Old Man Winter Is
Knocking At Your Door And
The Chill Runs Through Your
Body
ARBORS OF BOWLING
GREEN
Can Add A Lot 01 Sunshine
T« Your Lilel

Warm up to These
Brand New Features:
• Beautiful New, Fully
Equipped Kitchen With
Dishwasher
• Washer & Dryer Hookups
• Decorative Mini Blinds
• New Central Air
Conditioning
• Economical Gas Heating
& Cooking
• Garage With Opener
Available
1 BR Ranch Home
2 BR Ranch Home
2 BR Town Home
3 BR Town Home^

Arbors of'Bowling Qreen

Senior pictures are now being taken
Last chance for May andAugust
dV
graduates to be included
in the 1996 KEY Yearbook.
$6 Sitting Fee can be
charged through Bursar
and first 200 students

360 Colony Lane
Bowling Green
(Adjacent to Wal-Mart, off S. Main
St.)
Coll For Our Hffoidoble "ates
3S3 981I

CALL
372-8086

get a free $5 pizza.
t

When in Rome, do as the Romans
do. When in ears, do as the Stars
do. Join the Stars for Safely Belts,
Kimberly Russel. Marx Harmon,
and Cybil Shepherd, an-i Buckle
Up America!
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BG's Jones
grabs 22
rebounds in
loss to Miami
Sieve Wlldman
The BC News
Charlotta Jones went out and
played 36 minutes of Intense and
nearly unstoppable basketball
Unfortuntely, Jones was not
enough to keep the Falcons from
falling to Miami 88-76.
Jones was the high scorer of
the game with 22 points. This
overtakes her best scoring effort
of last year when she scored 16.
She went 7-for-lS from the
court and was 6-for-10 from the
foul line
But it was underneath the basket where Jones was most effective. Jones ripped down a career
high 22 boards, 12 on the
offensive side of the boards. She
had three more offensives grabs
off the glass than the Redskins
nine offensive rebounds for the
game.
! Miami's head coach Lisa Bradley could not have been more impressed with the Falcons' top
player of the game.
: "She is a phenomenal athelete.
Atheletically, we could not match
up with her," Bradley said.
| The 5 foot 10 forward from
Columbus snatched 10 defensive
boards, which did take some
scoring opportunities from the
Redskins.
Bowling Green head coach Jaci
Clark sees this play every game,
but against the Redskins, Jones
stepped up to the next level.
"Charlotta Jones is playing
wonderful. She had 22 rebounds,
she was doing a lot of work and
she is scoring," Clark said.

Redskins breeze past Falcons early
Scott Brown
The BC News
OXFORD, Ohio - Landon
Hacklm joined a long list of
Bowling Green nightmares at
Miami's MUlett Hall on Wednesday.
The Redskin guard had 17
points during a 19-6 Miami first
quarter run on the way to a 80-64
whipping of the Falcons before
3,274 in Oxford.
It la Bowling Green's eighth
consecutive loss at MUlett Hall,
dating back to the 1987-88
season.
The Falcons, after their worst
performance so far this season,
dip to 10-7 overall and 5-4 in the
MAC Miami is 13-4 and S-4.
Miami exploded out of the gate
to a 41-21 halftime lead and
cruised on through the second

half. Counting a 63-36 loss at
Miami a season ago, the Falcons
have now been outscored 143-100
their past two games in Oxford.
Hackim ended the night with
24 points. Devln Davis had 21 and
Damon Frierson added 10.
Jay Larranaga had 19 to lead
the Falcons, who shot a miserable
8-of-26 (31 percent) from the
field in the decisive first half.
"I'd aay ifa obvious that this
was a game that was won in the
first 10 minutes," said BG head
coach Jim Larranga "We struggled against their zone ... and
were never able to threaten."
The game wasn't nearly as
close as the final 16-point spread.
Miami played a standard 2-3 zone
the entire game, but it gave the
Falcons fits. The Redskins led by
as many as 23 in the first half at
41-18, with a 3-polnter by Jay

Larranaga allowing BG to creep
above the 20-point mark.
The Falcons were never able to
gain any kind of offensive sync
"We played an all-around good
first half," Miami coach Herb
Scendek said. "We held them to
30 percent shooting and took care
of the ball."
With the score 12-7 Miami
eight minutes into the contest,
Hackim went to work. A 3-pointer at the 11:42 mark got the run
going.
McGulre then turned a Falcon
turnover into a fast break bucket
to make It 17-7. BG came back
with the next three points to pull
within 17-10, only to have
Hackim explode by scoring
Miami's next 14 points.
He hit consecutive 3-pointers making him the MAC'S all-time
leading 3-polnt shooter with 243

- and then got the roll on a shot within 15 points with three
while colliding with the Falcons' minutes to go after a short run,
Anthony Stacey.
but could inch no closer.
Another trey and then a conMaml 80, Bowling Green 64
ventional 3-polnt play - on an
improbabe fallaway shot - later,
(60) (13-4)
the Redskins were up 31-13 and MIAMI
Frieraon 2-4 64 10, Daw* 6-12 64 21,
there was no looking back.
Szcnrbiafc 2 7 04 6. Hadum 9-17 1-1 24,
BG did not help Itself during McGmre 2-5 54 9, Newble 3-4 0-1 6, Plum 0-1
the run. The Falcons were 2-f or-8 04 0, llniai 04 04 0, Beard 1-1 24 4, Henfrom the floor - Including two derson 04 04 0. Too** 25-51 22-26 80.
botched layups - and turned it BOWLING GREEN (64) (10-7)
MnkoWc 0-1 04 0, Slacey 5-10 54 IS, Holover four times.
mes 2-2 04 4. Dental* 7-11 2-3 16, La-rang*
Hackim, with 1,321 career 7-16 1-2 ig,Wk»n*oldnar 0-1 040. Bouwonit
points, is now Miami's 6th all- 0-0 04 0, Chamber* 24 04 5, Cowan 1-4 1-2
3. Craspo 04 0-0 0. Cavay 0-1 0-0 0. Tool*
time leading scorer.
24-520-1364.
"When Landon shoots the bail HalhJm* - Mami 41 Bowling Graan 21.
well, we are a much more diffi- 3-Poinnr* - Maml 6-17 (Hackim 5-0, Szczer2-3, Davi* 1-2, Fneraon 0-1, McGuira 0-1.
cult team to play against," Sen- biak
Plum 0-1). Bowling Graan 7-ig (larranga 4-10,
deksaid.
Darnel* 2-4. Chamber* 1-3, Stacay 0-2). ReMiami led by 20 at halftime, bound* - Miami 34 (Devi* 13). Bowling Green
(Lananoa 6). Aiaiata - Man* 13 (McGiira I)
and then scored the first five 27
Bowling Green 11 (Daniels 6). Total Foul* •points of the second half, the Fal- b Mami 15. Bowling Graan 22.
cons were able to pull back A -3.274.

Cincinnati j
rolls on
withH-poiiit
victory
Joe Kay
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - Danny Forston
scored 23 points against North
Carolina Charlotte's depleted
front line, leading No. 5 Cincinnati to a 78-64 victory Wednesday
night
Cincinnati (15-1, 5-1 Confei-ence USA) played a ragged game,
failing to put away an overmatched team. But one injury made a
huge difference.
NC Charlotte (10-8,4-3) had big
problems without 7-foot-2,
275-pound center Alexander
Kuehl, who broke his left foot Jn
a loss Saturday at Saint Louts.
Kuehl was the only 49er with the
girth to slow the 6-foot-7,
260-pound Fortson, who is Cincinnati's leading scorer at 21,8
points per game.
Free to roam inside and shoot
over smaller players, Fortson
controlled the first half. He and
6-foot-9 center Art Long oonibined for 22 points in the half b one more than the entire NC
Charlotte team.
Fortson finished with 23 points
and 13 rebounds, while Long had

"She [Jones] is a
phenonmenal
athlete. Athletically,
we could not match
up with her."

While Jones has had exceptional games, she cant do it by
herself.
"I can't get too much more out
of her. We have to have people
step up and be consistent for us,
and Charlotta Jones Is not one of
[the people who need to step up].
She gets It done every game,"
Clark said.
Jones was intimidating under' neath but the Falcons did not put
in together to back her up.
"She is so aggressive, and if we
can get a couple more people to
be aggressive we can put in a
: winning effort game in, game
; out," Clark said.
Clark Is concerned that the
I Falcons may be trying to lean on
i Jones too much.
"I think that everybody is
; thinking that Charlotta will get
: the job done, and I don't need to.
: So we have to rectify that," Clark
: said.

Falcon Note*
■ For the second game in a roll, all
five starters scored in double figures.
■ The Falcons continue to struggle
:
when their opponents shoot over 50
j percent from the field. BG is 0-7 in
: these games.
■ The Falcons' record has dropped
to 5-4 in the MAC. They have moved
; back to fourth place.

Maml 88, Bowling Green 76
MIAMI (M)(t4)
Mam* 5-9 2-212. Hemmond 3a 3-4 e, Snaltoy as 4-4 20. Kenl 5-10 04 IS. Wandawici
S-11 6-7 10, Za* 5-7 04 13. Alexander 0-1 0-0
0. Uwrie 1-4 04 2. Total* 32-57 15-17 58.
BOWLING GREEN (76) (9-8)
Jem 7-15 6-10 20. Puthorl 6-16 0-2 15.
Terry 6-12 2-4 14. Billitef 7-11 4-4 19. Andrawa
2-7 0-0 4. Belch* 1-2 0-1 2. Day 0-4 0-2 0.
Koaater 1 -1 04 2. Aull 0-2 04 0. Tola* 30-70
12-2376.
Halrama - Mami 41 Booing Green 35
3-PoinKtr* - Maml 9-16 ( Ztk 3-4. Kent 3-5.
Wendewia 3-7). Bowling Gnwn 4-10 (Purholf
3-7, B*i*r 1-1. Andrew* 0-2). Rebound* -I Maml 20 (Shelley 6). Bowling GnMn 44 (Jonat
22). Aaaiata •• Mami 21 (Ken! and Wandawici
5) Bowling Gnwn 13 (Puthofl and And<*w* 4).
Total Foul* - Miami 16, Bowling Graan 19.
A -723

See CINCINNATI, page twerv*.

Purdue downs
Michigan and
stays on
j
heels of PSU
The Associated Press

Tae BC N.waUaae* Herrla

Falcon guard Sara Puthoff drives against Miami while Michelle

Terry posts up underneath the basket

Miami propelled to win with shooting
Jeremy Yolw
The BG News
The basket must have looked
two times larger for the Miami
Redkins as they posted an
88-76 upset of Bowling Green
In front of 723 at Anderson
Arena Wednesday night.
BG falls to S-4 in the MidAmerican Conference and 9-8
overall. Miami now has an
identical record in the league
and are 10-7 overall.
With the use of 9-16 shooting
from the 3-polnt line and 56
percent shooting overall,
Miami was able to keep the
Falcons at bay.
"I told [the guards] that if
they are open they have to take
the shot and everyone else has
to crash the boards," said
Miami head coach Lisa Bradley.
And MU's guards responded

hitting key 3-pointer after another. Amy Zak (13 points) hit
three, Jennifer Wenclewicz (19
points) hit three and Carrie
Kent (13 points) put in three
and also the key trey late in the
second half.
After allowing BG to creep
back into the game, Kent nailed
a 3-pointer from the middle to
push the lead back to seven at
74-67.
BG was able to pull within
three with 235 left after Michelle Terry hit a bucket inside
after a Miami turnover. But
then the comeback fell apart
forBG.
A charge called on Sara
Puthoff was then followed by a
Chrlssy Billiter double dribble
violation under the basket
• "Give Miami a lot of credit,"
said BG head coach Jaci Clark.
"They came In here mentally

ready. They are a team coming
off of three wins and are playing with a lot of confidence and
I dont think we have a lot of
confidence."
To close out the game, Miami
hit 14-14 from the free-throw
line to put the game away.
"We have bean very consistent from the free throw line
all year," Bradley said. "We
stepped up and hit the shots
when we needed to."
"(Fouling! was the last thing
we had left and if you try to
win a game like that you arent
going to win too many times
especially against Miami,"
Clark said.
The first half saw the Miami
defense clamp down on the BG
offense and kept the Falcons
from gaining any momentum.
"We did outstanding defensively," Bradley said. "Bowling Green has a very strong in-

side game and outside game
and we did a great job containing the ball, but overall our defensive Intensity was phenomenal."
Billiter scored 15, and Puthoff had 10 in the first to keep
BG within six, 41-35, at the
half.
Puthoff struggled hitting
only on 6-16 field goals but
scored ten points In a span of
two minutes in the first Including two 3-point shots. A Kent
3-pointer with 4:16 in the first
half gave the Redskins the lead
for good.
Miami's center, Meredeth
Shelley provided consistent
scoring for the Redskins adding 20.
Miami used precision passing and the ability to find the
open player and kept BG's defense scrambling.

;

ANN ARBOR, Mich - Chad
Austin scored 16 of his 23 points
in a dominating first half
Wednesday night that helped
carry No. 17 Purdue to an 80-59
Big Ten victory over No. 20
Michigan.
The win kept the Boilermakers
(16-4,6-2 Big Ten) within a game
of Big Ten leader Penn State.
Michigan (15-6, 4-4) lost jU
third straight and also saw' a
15-game home winning streak
end.
>
The Wolverines' last loss in
Crisler Arena was 82-77 to St.
John's on Jan. 28, 1995. Michigan's last home conference loss
came two games before that in a
73-71 setback to Michigan State.
Forward Brandon Brantley
added U points and guard Justin
Jennings 10 for the Boilermakers. Nine of the 14 players
who saw action for Purd&e
scored.
Two freshmen were the only
double-figure scorers for Michigan. Guard Louis Bullock had $7
points and forward Robert Tractor scored 16.
Maurice Taylor and Macito
Baston, Michigan's 6-9 sophomores who came into the game
See PURDUE, page ten.
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Mariner takes over lead in race
for highest paid baseball player

I LUW/OUHTffl SPECIAL \

:$i295orFREr:

I Includes oil filler, up to 5 gts ol oil
I
l chassis lube and 24pt. safety inspection. I
I *F« vth any offer scnedutod service
I

i«i»r ton opKMt
if Ml

Tuffy
Auto Service
Centers
TMffy Dot It night-

353-2444
1087 S. MAIN STREET
Next lo Pizza Hut
Free Shuttle Service!
Free Safety Inspections!
Mo Obligation Estimates!
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8am-6pm
SAT. 8am-4pm

as of Wed. Jan. 30
Team (Overall Record)
-GE
1. Michigan State (22-6-0) 21
2. Western Michigan(21-6-2)21
3. Michigan (20-5-1)
20
Lake Superior (.19-4-1)
20
5. Bowling Green (17-10-1) 20
6. Miami (7-14-3)
20
7. UAF (7-17-1)
23
8. Notre Dame (8-15-3)
20
9. Ferris State (7-17-2)
21
10. Ohio State (5-13-4)
20
11. UIC (7-16-3)
20

The Associated Press
SEATTLE - Ken Griffey Jr.
became baseball's highest paid
player Wednesday, signing a
four-year contract extension
worth $34 million.
The contract for the Seattle
Mariners center fielder has an
average annual value of $8.5 million, topping the $7.29 million annual average of the six-year deal
Barry Bonds signed with San
Francisco in 1992.
The extension starts with the
1997 season, meaning Griffey
will be under contract with Mariners through the 2000 season.
"I cannot tell you how excited
the Mariners organization is to
have the best player in baseball
under contract through the turn
of the century," Mariners president Chuck Armstrong said.
Griffey gets a signing bonus of
$2.5 million. In 1997, he will be
paid $7.25 million; in 1998, $7.75
million; In 1999, $8.25 million;
and in 2000, $8.25 million.
He is also eligible for a number
of other bonuses, including
$100,000 if he is named World Series MVP.
Griffey, 26, appeared in 72
games last season, batting .258
with 17 home runs and 42 RBIs.
He missed 73 games after fracturing his left wrist May 26.
For his seven-year career,

CCHA League Standings
ML

18
15
15
15
11
6
7
5
5
3
4

0
2
1
1
1
3
0
3
2
4
1

FTS
36
32
31
31
23
15
14
13
12
10
9

Upcoming Games
Thurs. Feb. 1
Ferris State at Western Michigan
AP pkMWEUlat Tkomp»o.

Seattle Mariners slugger Ken Griffey Jr. hits a home run against the
New York Yankees.
Griffey has a .302 lifetime average with a Mariners-record 189
home runs and 585 RBIs In 917
games. He was selected to the
starting lineup in each of the last
six All-Star Games. Last year, he
won his sixth straight Gold
Glove.
Before signing the new contract, Griffey had complained
about Seattle's cold, damp winters and noted he was building a
family home on a golf course

near Orlando, Fla
"I like Seattle, the fans and
all," he said earlier in the month.
"But being here [in Florida]
where we can go outdoors to
hang all the time, every day, is
great."
He left Seattle in December
and put his house in suburban Issaquah on the market.
The Mariners reached postseason play for the first time last
season.

Cleveland discusses
dropping one pitcher
Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press
SANDUSKY, Onto - The addition of Jack McDowell to the
pitching staff will probably
change the configuration of the
Cleveland Indians' roster this
season, allowing them to carry
one extra position player.
"It allows us to seriously think
about going with an 11-man staff
instead of a 12-man staff," manager Mike Hargrove said Tuesday during a stop on the team's
annual winter publicity tour.
Ten of the 11 spots on Cleveland's pitching staff are all but
locked up, with McDowell, Den-

nis Martinez, Orel Hershiser and
Charles Nagy as starters and
Jose Mesa, Eric Plunk, Paul Assenmacher, Jim Poole, Julian Tavarez and Alan Embree as relievers.
The only opening, if the Indians go with 11 pitchers, is for a
fifth starter.
"That, I think, is the major
question we have to resolve going Into spring training," Hargrove said.
Because their everyday lineup
was so strong that they rarely
needed to use pinch-hitters, the
Indians were able to keep 12
pitchers on their roster much of
last summer. So Hargrove
usually had the option of pulling
his starting pitchers early and
matching up relief pitchers with
specific hitters late in games.
Martinez consequently led the
team with Just three complete
games, and the entire team recorded only 10. McDowell, on the
other hand, led the American
League with eight complete
games last season, and he has
completed as many as 15 in a
single season (1991).

You're

CMWH.

Fri. Feb. 2
UAF at Miami
Ferris State at Michigan State
Lake Superior at Bowling Green
Notre Dame at UIC
Ohio State at Michigan

Sat. Feb. 3
UAF at Miami
Notre Dame at Michigan State
Lake Superior at Bowling Green
Ohio State at Michigan
Western Michigan at UIC

Falcons surging back into
race for home ice advantage
Pit Murphy
The BC News
Falcons climbing back into
■ With two consecutive
league wins, Bowling Green is
getting back Into the Central
Collegiate
Hockey Association
playoff race.
BG is currently eight
points behind
Michigan and
Lake Superior who are
tied for third.
The Falcons
have 10 games left In the
season, and two this weekend
at the Ice Arena against Lake
Superior. The Falcons finished

m»*Hng up a]] their games in
hand on both Michigan and
Lake Superior Tuesday night at
Notre Dame.
BG, Michigan and LSSU are
in a race for fourth place and
the final spot for home ice advantage in the CCHA playoffs.
National eye winks at BG
after Michigan win
■ Bowling Green received
some votes in two national
polls this week after beating
Michigan. The Falcons
received votes in two of the
national polls. BG received
five votes in this week's USA
Today/American Coaches' poll
good for 12th In the WMEB
Medial Poll the Falcons got
seven votes and were tied for
1 lth with Vermont
CCHA strong against other
conferences
■ After 56 non CCHA games

up to this point, CCHA teams
have compiled a 35-18-3 mark.
League teams are 11-5-1
against teams in the Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference, 5-5 against teams in
Hockey East and 8-7-1 against
teams in the Western Collegiate Hockey Association. In
addition CCHA teams are an
Impressive 3-0-1 record
against Division I independents.
Four CCHA teams are also
among the current top 10
teams in the nation. Michigan,
Michigan State, Western Michigan and Lake Superior are all
in the top 10 In most polls.
Falcons come up big In close
games
■ The Brown and Orange are
8-2 In games decided by one
goal this season.

PURDUE
The Boilermakers shot 55 percent to Michigan's 42 percent and
averaging 26.1 points between became just the sixth opponent to
outrebound the Wolverines this
them, combined for just 13.
Baston was bothered by foul season, taking a 30-29 edge on the
trouble all night and was gone boards.
By hitting 30 of 55 shots, the
with his fifth midway through
Boilermakers ended a streak of
the second half.
But the issue had long been de- five straight games of sub-50
cided by then in a game that Pur- percent shooting.
Purdue's bench outscored
due dominated in every phase.
Michigan's 25-18 and the Boilermakers had 10 steals, including
three each by Herb Dove and
Porter Roberts, as Michigan
committed 19 turnovers.
Hairston's layup provided the
last of six early lead changes and
Continued from page nine.

ignited a 16-2 run which put the
Boilermakers up 26-13 with 8:54
remaining in the half.
Michigan was scoreless for 4
1/2 minutes of that run, during
which Baston picked up his third
foul and sat out the rest of the
half.
Traylor had two baskets to end
the scoring drought, but Austin
hit three straight baskets, a
3-pointer, during a 9-0 run which
made it 38-17.
Austin sandwiched two drives
around two free throws from
Halrston that gave Purdue its
biggest first-half lead at 44-20.
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"How to Help a Friend11

*f$ O^ppa'Delta Sorority
announces
1556" 'Ej&cutive Council

will be presented by a nurse educator and counselor

FEB. 1st 4:30
STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
CONFERENCE Rtf. 222
BJHTrder* Awareness Week

SELF-ASSESSMENT
SCREENING
HEALTH CENTER RIM. 222
FEB. 7th 8am-5pm
_

3
4
4
4
8
11
16
12
14
13
15

Come any time between 9am and 5pm for a free, confidential
self-assessment/screening and information on eating disorders.
Sponsored by BGSU Student Health Service, Counseling Center,
Psychological Services and Center for Wellness & Prevention.

I
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Companies to stay away from Magic
Tha Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - Imagine a
major advertising campaign that
will take six months to develop
and that your Fortune 500 company hopes will run for at least a
year after that
Now imagine the proposed star
is Magic Johnson, back in the
NBA after a four-year retirement
One of the best loved athletes
In history, he is also a man who
blames his own promiscuity for
his exposure to HIV. He once acknowledged having a sexual en-

counter with a woman who later
claimed he gave her the virus,
but Johnson said he didn't know
he was carrying HIV until shortly before his retirement
Care to put your future, and
your company's, on the line, Mr.
Executive Vice President?
"Magic was one of the biggest
players and personalities In the
game. But corporate America is
conservative. And they're even
more conservative these days
with what happened to people
like O J. and Edwin Moses," says
Stephen Disson, whose D&F
Group in Washington, D.C, arranges sports tie-ins for clients

like AT&T, Visa, Kodak and Mar- held up and how the public accepts his return.
riott
Ad experts say some niche opMarty Blackman at New
York's Blackman & Raber, long- portunities may well open up.
time consultants to advertising Chief among those are ads known
agencies and corporations on as "tools of the trade" - in Johnsports personalities, agrees that son's case, products like basketthe chance of Johnson getting balls.
Spalding Sports Worldwide,
major advertising deals are slim.
"All except the most aggres- which has had Johnson under
sive advertisers will stay away," contract since 1980, phased out
the inexpensive rubber basketBlackman says.
He notes that it's so late in the balls and children's balls bearing
NBA season that there's no time his name a year after he retired.
left to launch full-scale ad camBut the Chlcopee, Mass., sportpaigns anytime soon. So corpora- ing goods maker is already contions will be able to sit back and sidering whether it should prowatch how Magic's abilities have duce a high-end souvenir ball.

.>

like that from All-Star Games,
featuring Johnson.
The idea would be to print his
career highlights on a full-grain
leather ball to sell for $125 or so,
said John Doleva, Spalding'a
managing director for leisure
products. A decision will wait until after Super Show, the sporting
goods Industry's biggest trade
show, in Atlanta this weekend.
The show will also include the
debut of sports shoes and apparel
under the Magic Johnson name,
manufactured by MVP Sports, In
which he has part ownership. His
agent, Lon Rosen, denies any intent to have the product intro-

duction coincide with the comeback.
Johnson's amiable smile and
patter will pop up in ads promoting the shoes and clothing, said
Roberto Muller, a former Reebok
International president.

CALL NOW
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRArrS
SENIOR PORTRAITS

BEEH ADVERTISING
neons, mirrors, liohiad signs, banners, posters.
inltetabies. A more. All posters only ti each. .
Quality Slams A Collectibles
166 S. Main M-Th 3:30-8 00
ONE FREE POSTER WTTH AD

He says Johnson's appearance
with the Olympic basketball
"Dream Team" and basketball
tours to countries around the
world have made him an international star in recent years.
"I can't speak for IBM and
AT&T, but in my opinion they
couldn't do any better," Muller
said.
:•.

Classifieds
Attention Studanta
First SO donora
BGSU Blood mobile
will receive!-day
Faculty Parking Paaa

CAMPUS EVENTS
Aehtungltll
The Undergraduate Alumm
AinMMwl annual
•SPAGHETTI AT MUTT Dinrierl
It February a, 7pm * tha
MM Alumni Can**. All UAA
mambara, tlelr guests. and anyona
MMMM m]oHng UAA am
welcome B anandl (Ira free)
Find oul what UAA laeboutl
RjSVBby11pm2/&9eat
372-8849
AMA*"AMA"*AMA
Jem M Amartcan Markelng Aaeociaaon
Todayl Sign up between Wad. Jan. 24 and
Fit. Fab. 2 Irom 940am to1230pm
outalda ol lha AMA ihowcaaa In M BA BUS.
Don't mlaa oul on (a opportunity
ofaMoomel
AMA—AMA'-AMA

ATTENTrONII ATTINTIONII
STUDENTS AN0 FACULTY
BGSUBLOOOMOBIE
FEBRUARY 5-8
10 30AM-4 30PM
I RM.IBASEMENT OF COMMONS)
BtochrHeokett Et hnlc Arta Award
Compatltion
Tha antry deadline hae baan a»landad. Entriaa
am nowdua March 22.1988.
OWE THE QsFT OF LIFE

_aivtBLOoo

BGSUBLOOOMOBIE
FEBRUARY 5-8
10:30AM-430PM
AMANIRM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
■

Tha Buck Studant Union Praaanu
JowanzaKunjufu
When: Thura.. Fab. 1.199S
Wham: Lanhart Grand Ballroom
Tlma: 7:00 p.m.
Admission: Fraa
Voluntai
BGSUBtoodmobiia
Interested Paraona Plaaaa go
to tie sign-in araa during
tie btoodrlva.
WELCOME SACK PARTY
Do you M lika dancing, eerjng, and maaling
oaopla Irom all ovartta world rniawiakand?
Coma to tha Walcoma Back Parly I
Organ »d A aponaomd by »» World Studant
Aaaocktton
Whara: 11th Fl. Oflanfiauar Waal.
Vman: Fab. 2nd (Friday)
lima: 8pm-12am
Rarraahmanta will ba aarwdl Oanca with mu•ic from all countriaal Maai paopla Irom H
countrraal
HAVEFUNII

ABE YOU HAVMQ A DIFFICULT TkViE NECPAJftTNG NEW MEMBERS TO YOUR ORGANIZATION? H fw antwar • yes. then you
naad to attend tha Creeuve Wayi to Recruit
New Mambara' workehop thai wrl be pre sen led
on Wad.. Fab 7.1886 at 7:00 PM in tha AWmri
Room ol Via Unlvaralty Union. For reeervottone, plaaaa contact tha OMce ol Sudani lila
■ 372-2843.

Laam how ID lurther your caraar opportunidee
at lha hat annual Dlacovary Day Contranoa.
Sat. Fab. 10 from 9am - 1230pm. Sign up In
tront ol I. AMA showcase In tie BA BuMng
from Wad.. Jan. 24 to Frf.. Fab. 2 930am I 12:30pm. Additional intormation ml ba provided at M erne. Hopa D aaa you at lha con-

WOMEN IN COatUUNrCATIONS
Thum. Fabruary t. 730pm 100BA
Topic How to gat toba m rha eommunicalon
taM. '
Spaakar. Branda kwln. Advartang Account
E xacutiva at Lamamr Marlon Group.

CALLNOW
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Laataaaakm tor aanior portralta
Donl ba Mt out ol your o/adualng
class's 1998 KEY yearbook.
Ca<372-80aancwaechaduleealttin9.

ROCKYOURWORLDI
VISIT CLEVELAND'S OWN
ROCK -N- ROLL HALL OF FAME
Sat Fab 10th $14
Sign up Jan. 28-Fab. 7
In lha SAO Offica - 330 LHon
Can 2-23*3 lor mora into

LOST & fOUNP

Conoamad about a frtand"a
eerjng hebite?
How to Help a Friend
Fab. 1430 pm
Student Health Corner
Conference Room 222
lor mora Inaxmaton cad 372-WELL
OET INVOLVED W/USOI
Tha purpooo or tha Undergraduate Studon.
Government (USO) la lo eerve aa tha repreaantatlva voica ol all undargraduata aa>
darrla at BOSU. USO IS DEDICATED TO MPROWM STUDENT UFE ON CAMPUS
AND piaaawty, Ihle Sanata la actlyaly eeanaelng aaraty laauaa facing our BOSU
oommunlty. PLEASE TAKE TBSE TO CONTACT YOUR USO REPRESENTATIVE «*h
eaneama, Maaa, and euggoetlone regordIogeolely.e»mllaeen>olherleeueeettec1Ing your anvtconmant at BOSU. Maka your
CONTACT YOUR SENATORS through tha
USO SENATE OFFICE (37»-8017)
or «U amall (uag9bgnal.bgau.adu)
For mora kilo asl UAO § 2-TIM or USO &
SSIIS.

SamngCtubalaaUng
Thura. Fab. 1106 BA 7:00
Mandatory maa*ig tor mambara.
Nan mambara walooma.
Ouaitlona C1 Jarmy Q 2-3001
SENIOR POfTTRAITS NOW BEINQ TAKEN
Call 372 BOM to schedule your sitting.
LaM chanoa tor May and August Grads
Melting too can be
charged through Buraar.
VOTS
VOTE
VOTE

FOUND
Bkra A whiia contact caaa w contact. In 2nd
fir. Waal Hal woman'a raalroom, a coupla ol
■ ago. Ctakn in 204 Walt HalrBGNawa

RIOES
NaadFadatoO.U.
Waakandol2^
Cal andy 3523383

SERVICES OFFERED
Pragnant?
Fraa Pragnancy taata. ConBdanOal and
caring. 354-4873 BG Pragnancy Cantar

A spec* guan from Midwesv Northwest Voiar
Ragntraoon Education PYofaet
Data: Friday February 2,1806
i2noon-lpm
Tha Studant Court Room. 4th Floor ol lha
Saddtermre Studant Services Building. Topic n
votara registration, and Latino Vota U SA. 88
Refreshments will ba provided by Latino Studant Union. Opan to tie public.

PERSONALS
Chackar-i Pub praaanta laaar Undrt Karoka
avaty8un..Tuaa..Wad.av>ninBa.
DAYTONA ItSarpamon lor 7 rdghta. MS*
lor ( nlghta. Stay baachlront In tha haart ol
SPRIHgBP4UKIc^lt^0»S**-74a».
_

A Nat* Vaar, A HaaRhy Sodyl
Fraal-wMkaaaalona, bag Inning tha
1 at waak ol Fabruary.
Taught by a nuraa • haaRh aducator tor
•ludanta looking lor an aatlng plan to
promota a haakhlar body.
Call 372-9155 to raglatar.

Laat aaaalon For Mnkx portralta.
Don! ba rafi out ol your graduatng
daaa'a 1898 Kay yaarbook.
(^372-SfJMnwrtoachadulaaalriing.
1988 TAS ELECTRONCS Gkl Saareh
to ba hatd at Connia Mac'a 2T8 » 2/1S
Ragntraoon atarta at 8:00pm
Ouaklying munda tor ulUmala
winnar ol Bahama! Trip, car alamo.
TV Production A promoaonal opoomnir)f
For Dataia Cal: (418) 887-7788
AaktorDarrick
ENJOY A SUMMER OF
ENRICHMENT AND FUNIII
"A Summar in Maiico Program*
4 woaka In Guadam)a-a and I In 0BSB1 City. 8
hre cradn In two counaa on Maucan curium.
Thara la no aubatituia tor poattva aipananca
than to traval through cultural maWaa ol AnOam and Modam Uaxico For mom Intermarjcn call ProraaaorAndrada 372-7118.
FREEFTNANOALAIC-I
Cw SB BiUon in public and prtvata aaaor
granta » icholaraNpa • now availabla. Al ttudanta am atgeia laoarrjaaa of gradaa. Incoma, or paranra Incoma. Lat ua haip Cal
Sudani Financial Sarvtoaa: 1-800-2838495
an FSS444.

Mill \M MWH.
- NOW RENTING -

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heal
and water included. .iii conditioning

Cancun
#1 SPRING BREAK
March 22-2% 1996

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time is running out on these apartments...

•Columbia Court
• East Merry
• Field Manor
• Frazee Avenue

Enjoy the excitement and non-stop fun of
CANCUN, MEXICO - the *1 Resort
Imperial Las Perlas - Standard beachfront
140 room hotel on beach, dose
to downtown and dubs, with 2 pools,
bar and restaurant.

Triple $539
Oltad $499
"

Casa Maya • Moderate Beachfront Suites
327rr>xrofeaturtrig1-BeoTc<imOcaanvlew
Trinle $679
Suites wtth separate living roonVrefrirjerator/
r
J
cable TV, 2 swimming pools, watersports
QuaO >OZ»
facility, 3 bars & 3 restaurants.

Oasis Cancun - Moderate Beachfront
965 room mega-resort on huge beach wtlh 3
giant pools, tennis courts, 5 restaurants, mini
golf course, beach club and entertainment.

Triple $649
OiiaW $599
*»
*

Include* roundtrip air from Detroit (Friday •*». departure), 7
nights hotel, transfer* between Cancun Airport and

hotel, and service* of a local representative.

... Get them while they last! .
224 E. Wooster '

352-0717

Prices are in USV per person, plus $35
dap-vaiaxes Ctakv
Participant Agreement Required

Tataaaaail Psaaeaaaia
TTIDII tflBftBr
I«TI»« A T I O W a

CALL YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL AGENT
ll\ Will! \tl( Illt.W ■■

Orientation Leader Training
Thureday Fabruary let
t:1SpmAmonlRoom
Orientation Leader Training

iatr

Oriental Ion Leader Training
Thwwday February lei
t:1SpmAmenlRoom
Orientation Leader Tremmg

CONTACT YOUR SENATORS through the
USO SENATE OFFICE (372-8017)
or Ha amall <ueg®bgnet.bgeu.edu)
For mora Into cak UAO 9 2-7184 or USO©
»1le.

•ATTENTIONThe deadline tor Outstanding Senior Nomtnatton Forme haa bean eitended. Organizanon Praudenta ha»e un« 5pm, February 2nd
a return dielornie to Mewl Alumni Comer.

I ' '/''/,' \/>>/,' l(>t \S( I V

continued on p. 12

KD • CONG RATU LATIONS ' KD
Tha niters ol Kappa Delta
would BM to congratuleto
JemMer Mattiewa on her
recent peering to
Stave Kramer.
KD ' CONG RATU LATIONS • KD

Wjj
• THE LOWEST RHES
• EURRILPRSSES
• IMT'L STUDENT ID
• HOSTEL CORDS & more!
Iffl] 7mvg/

641 Third St. Apt. 4.15.(J. Resident Vlanagcr 352-4380

. i». 1U SAO M*t/13Q «W U*i**> JA*. 1*1 - U.'

Mows theOme tor aholouts A daasifiada In tie
Obautan. Say 1*. what's up' or whatever you
want to mat special someone, friends, or laaow
greeks Hurry, laal day ia Friday, Feb. 2nd.'
Shoouts and Classifieds in room 204 West
He»9am.te430pjn.

BOSU Cantar lor Walkiaaa * Pravantlon

Choose from choice apartiirenls within walking
distance to campus Summer 19% and school yeai
1996 1997.

fU^N-KM H*U «f ft

QET INVOLVED WAJSOI
Student
Tha purpose ol tha Undargradu
Oeawnment (USO) la to aane ae the rapieeantatlve votoa ol all undargraduata eturianta at BOSU. USO O DEDICATED TO «PROVING STUDENT UFE ON CAMPUS;
AND praaantly, thai Sanata la actlyaly addraaakig aelaty laauaa toeing our BOSU
oommunHy. PLEASE TAKE TIME TO CONTACT YOUR USO REPRESENTATIVE with
eonoama. ktoaa, and auggaatlona ragardmg aatoty ae «am aa any other laauaa aflactyour amkonmant at BOSU. Maka your

Bt-f'llli:iy:fl:l^na;:l,M.»

■jiiMiunaa
■ •/,\iM,'Mlf,12J

^

CIEE: Council on Inttrnatkmal
Educational Exchange
IBM m lima c« n/tli/tlslafi tit

EJQ.iiV i-fiiei
■:n i.-it'i:ifMnT!7Fi
|

1-800-2-

mpmkwt*ymmmtaxmmiw$Mom*ti»M*vMiM

t-800-SfjNCHAS-E
TOU. net eeroeuaisoN A luaavetrsosu

[1-8D0-22B-8G24]
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CINCINNATI

Maryland governor overestimated jobs
timated that the Browns' move
would be worth $111 million to
the state's economy.
The analysis put the Impact
at $33 million to $58 million If
there are 10 football games and
eight non-football events, such
as concerts, at the stadium.
The non-football events would
be staged by the Browns.
If the economic forecast is
limited to the Browns' games,
the figure could drop to $27.4
million.
"Generally, many economists believe that economic
development studies overesti-

Todd Spangler
The Associated Press
ANNAPOLIS. Md. - An
analysis of the economic benefits of bringing the Cleveland
Browns to Baltimore indicates
that Gov. Parris Glendeqing
vastly overestimated the
amount of jobs and tax revenue
the move will generate.
In the report by the Department of Fiscal Services, analysts questioned assumptions
made by Glendening's Department of Business and Economic Development, which es-

mate the impact sports has on a
region," the analysis said.
"We stand by our numbers.
The fact Is, we're being conservative with our estimates,"
said Chuck Porcari, a spokesman for Glendenlng.
The analysis was requested
by a group of senators opposing the project. The fiscal services department is a support
organization answering to the
Legislature.
Both House Speaker Casper
Taylor, D-Allegany, and Senate
President Thomas V. Miller,

D-Prlnce George's, support the
stadium construction.
The analysis comes at a crucial tune for Glendening and
his attempt to bring the Cleveland team to Baltimore next
year.
On Tuesday, a poll conducted
by Mason Dixon Political/Media Research Inc.
showed 62 percent of Maryland's registered voter? disapprove of the governor's plan.
The poll showed 26 percent approval and 12 percent undecided.

Continued from page nine.

Glendenlng argued that poll
respondents should have been
told the Browns' stadium is expected to raise $9.3 million in
state and local tax revenue
each year and create almost
1,400 jobs.
The legislative report
undermined that response.
Analysts projected that tax
revenue from 18 events a year
would be between $5.1 million
and $7.5 million. Calculated for
just 10 games each year, the
tax revenue could fall to $4
million a year.

18 points and 11 rebounds. Shanderic Downs led NC Charlotte
with 15 points.
Fortson scored 10 points In a
12-4 run that put the Bearcats in
front 20-9. Fortson hit two free
throws and three consecutive
baskets over the smaller 49ers,
who could do nothing but put
their hands up or foul when he
got the ball.
Long scored three consecutive
baskets In the final 2:00 to help
push the lead to 41-21 at the
Intermission. Fortson had 15
points in the half and Long had 7.
IBG

News, Fast Free Funll

The BG News
continued from p. 11
MTRAMURALS ENTRCS DUE: MEN'S.
WOMEWS. COED CURING - FEBRUARY
13: COED WHFFLEBAU - FEBRUARY 28:
MEN'S. WOMEN'S, COED VOLLEYBALL i MARCH 6. PICK UP ENTRY FORMS 6 130
UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE. ALL ENTRCS
OUEBY4:00PMONOU6OATE.
SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
LAST WEEK FOR SENIOR PORTRAITS
H you are graduating in May or August call The
KEY ysssDook one* at 372 8086 now to
schedule your wrong $6 la* can ba charged
through the buraar.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS: Groups Mar"
eased In applying lor ACGFA Funding lor tie
1908-97 academic year an) reou»ed to attend
• workshop on Thursday. February 1, 1998 In
the OhK> Suits of tie Univania/ Union. This
workshop wil be offered at 8:00 a_m., noon,
and 7 00 p m Pleaeo cal the Office ol Student
Lite to let us know which seeetdn you would Bur
to attend at 372-2843. Also bring your ACGFA
packet to the workshop.

ThuredayalBRATHAUS
Horn, ol the 'Legal Joint'
Legal Joint $1.25
Kami kail, Oualude, kMon Bail $75
AJeoX oiDr.lt Natural,
Bud Light, 4 KkUan Red at
very special pricee.
No cover - It snd over

SigKapSlgKapSlgKap
PEACE
LOVE

a

SISTER
SKHM KAPPA
SigKapSlgKapSlgKap
aPMIO SREAK tl W»h en*. 1 we* to
avaOONT ILOW ITII tOOK NOWII
GUARANTEED LOWEST PACES! Florida t
Padra ttot. Bahanaa Slat. Jematea/C«nci« *39t. Organise a groupTRAVEL FREEH FOR FREE INFO SunSpa»anTouce1-tOO-«2t-7710.
Spring Break Panama City Beach Florida from
•W par person par week TM Beach Bar.
Huge Oeactiaos hot tub. Free mlomaOon
t-soo-aBSSsas.
Spring Break One Slop Shopping!!!
Al atattialtont. moat lour comaanlee.
Tired ot eearcrung even/ buleHn board?
Save Timelll Call Jm352-#B41 May III

Think ahead 10 Spring Break!
Buy your tanning package now A eavall
Save tS 001 Campus Tanning 3S2- 7889

CERTIFIED ANGUS BEEF

a ASAP
Non-smoker, own room, wry quiet
very low uM.atanl Cal 352-5423

SPRING BREAK at Cancun horn M29. Jamaica from $469. Florida from $100. Queranieed loweil pneesi Organize a group of 15
and go (reel Call 800-648.48*9 lor more ink).
On-ommpm contact Jm 3S2-A841.

2 Sue-leasers needed immedtaelyl Nee
apartment located on 4th Si $175/monti. Cal
352-0421 ask lor NaoO or call 874-5808 day
»me. 888-5427 attar 8 p m.

coupon
Any Large 1 item
Stuffed Crust Pizza
with mozzarella cheese

LARGE $050

■

\J with coupon I
Additional Items $1

tav!
203 N. Main. B.G
_
Coupon KB, 272*08 |

FREE DELIVERY IB
352-5166
BE

RON'S

Checkers Pub Every Sun. Tues. and Wed.
College Station. Every Thur. 9 -1
Campus Pollyeys Sat. Feb. 10 9-12
Doc's In Tohtogany Sat. Feb. 17 830 -12:30
Jeffs Bar 4 Grill (Bradner) Feb. 24 830 -1230 '

LASER KAROKE
BE THE STAR YOU ARE
Contests at Checkers & College Station
Checkers Sun. Feb. 3 Devil went down to GA contest

LASER LINDA

SuMaatar needed-Spring Semester. 109 1/2
N. Main St. »i65/mo . alec. Across Irom
TuiedQ. 863-3474.

It you are looking to gain experience in Marketing. Management, Sales, or General Business
oat QTP at 1 tooiMtaa-7 OTP la currently
luring mosvaled students to fill positions in
Uaumee, Sytvsnls, Perryaburg, and Toledo.
EamJ7.ooo-tiO.000 while gaining a possible
internship. Positions are fined on a first come
first serve baala.

500 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITES M
NY, PA NEW ENGLAND. Choose from over
40 camps Instructors needed: Tennis. Baaebal. Hockey, Rollerblade. Soccer. Lacrosse.
Softball, votaytteJI. Basketbell. PE Maori. Education Majors. Gymnastics. English Riding,
Lileguwd, WSI. Waler skiing, Sailing. Wind
surfing. Fitness. Archery. Ml. Biking, Pioneering. Rockotmbing. Ropes. Dance. Piano Accompanies!. Dramatics. Ceramics. Jewelry,
Woodahop. Photography. Radio. Nature. RN's.
Chefs, Food Service Arlene 1-600-443-6426;
51^43^6033

Female Roommate tar Maty-August. (300 put
electric Close B campus. Own room. Ca)
354-5021 ask lor Bath

vU

Help Wanted. Secretary/Bookkeeper. 12-20
hit. par weak, flexible scheduling Cat
362-5336.

250 Counselors A Insruoxs needed'
PityeM. coed summer camp in Pocono Mms .
NE Pannsytvania. Lohlkan. Box 234BG,
Kenrwo*. NJ 07033(906) 27&0998

t mala Subleaaer needed immediately. Spit
electric A phone. Own room 354 7039. Chris
and Chad.

KARAOKE

Rmis wanted 96-87 schoolear
ti70rmo. No utt. Own room. Ask for Chris or
Marcy 362-6724.

11750 weekly potable rnailng our circulars.
No experience required. Begin now. For intocal 301.308-1207.

WANTEO

I

Male or lemale sublsaasr Irom now unS May.
*22S/mo Close to campus Electric A phone
only. Vary nice apt. Cat 353-3212.

I Cruise Ships Hiringl Students NeaderU t*t .
Free Travel (Caribbean. Europe. Hawaii)
Seaaonat/Permanent. No Exper. Necessary.
Ode.91»MQ-4»t»je«.C0l73

"ARE YOU INTERESTED M OETTtsQ **•
VCLVED? 1995-98 Sudani Organization Directory Supplements can be picked up In tie
Office ol Sudent Lite. Room 405 Ssjdent SetvIcawBuadVigwhaeaupplieslasr

353-5509

Preferred Properties
530 S. Maple St. 352-9378

I

Diewaaher needed IMMEDIATELY I
Some days, aome nights Apply at BG Country
Cajb. 923 FttrvstwAvo. 352-3100.
FuaVPT Positions Available
Faatset growing natonally licensed long r»s
tanoa carrier seeks Independent representatvaa to operate our business. Personalized
work schedule, serious Income potential. In
tomiallonal meeting held by senior repraaenta
nvaa at Kautnan's. E. Woosier St. Holley
Lodge on Monday Feb. 5 at 6:30 p.m. Cat
1 HOP6816025 pin 9462 lor more info.

Graduate Sixteen or Young Professional to
sublease now until end otJuty. 2 bedroom apt
excefent condition. New In Aug. $475/mo.
363-6223.

HELP WANTED

WANTED: 100 STUDENTS! Lose 10-30. bs.
Neit 90 days New metabolism Breakthrough
Guaranteed Dr. recommended. $35.50
MC/VISA.24r» lroolnto:1-»O0-2Sa-7B15.

'ONLY

Female to sublease Immed. 2 bdrm. apt. Nonemoker. Summit Terrace Apt Vary Nice
tiaatno. Cat 352-9135 or 418-630-2488

Summer Subleaaer Needed
Own Room. Hilled ale Apia.. Iota of apace
brand new. Call Tom 9 372 6896

Tossed Salad, Cup of Soup
and breadaock only 1246
Kaufsnan's al the Lodge
Mon.-Frl.11-2

■ SIZE

Femak) SuMaasar needed. Clean, quiet. 4
non-smoleng. Ooee to campua.
353-5074. Kety.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2.000wmonih working on Cniaa
Snips or Land-Tour companies World travel.
Seasonal 4 full-time employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information
cal 1 -206-971 -3550 axt. C55444.

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Fiarvng Industry.
Eam up k> $3,000-64,000* per month Room 4
Board! Tranaportaoonl Male-Female. No experience necessary! (206)971-3510 axt
A56442

ASSEMBLERS: Exceleni Income
lr> assemble products al home.
ait) t -504-646-1700 OE PT. OH-62S5
Asskant Manager
Prefer worker wrlti pizza experience.

364-3100
Bouncer wanted - local bar.
352-1223

CALL NOW
SEMOR PORT runs
SENIOR PORT RAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Don! look fore job be lore you have your
earner port-aft taken. Call 3726066 now B
schedule a slang. Last chance this ysar.
Child care needed In our Bowling Green home,
for wins. Non-smoker, dependable person
with isawanoae. 1st Aid. CPR Certified Preferred. Cat 362-0827
CsJUNaf-LOtle ■ kwrRUCTOftS nnlol
10StaaaHiiisl Ctasd sustain oamp- Poe one
atlm.PA0)cK^taasrr/t)psl(tOW44t>»33t.

Office Cleaning evenings
12-15 hrs. par week. Om tranaportaOon
required. Cell 352-5422
Our arm Is looking for individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn te.ooo-Si 0.000 par summar. Positions available throughout OH, Ml, N,
including Cleveland, Columbus, Youngslown.
Cincinnatl,andmora.t00667-1960.
Part-sme help needed. Must be outgoing 4 like
to meet people. Work la mosty Fit. 4 Sat evenings nom 7-12. Must have reliable transportation Some photography background a plus but
not necessary Call 1-800-344-1633 aak for
Bruce
Seaaonai employment avaaable at a
Whitewater raft guide In WV. Experience
not requireed Must ba 19 years old, ba
a non-smoder. end have first aid and CPn
Contact North American River Runners
PO Box 61. Hico WV 25854
600-950-2565 EOE

FOR SALE

2 bdrm. house. 236 Troup St Aveilableuntil
May IS. ALL NEW. washer/dryer, garage .3526647. eve (4S0 < uW/mo

•95 Gary Fisher Rangiloto ml Trek Shock EL.
Many new parts: includes helmet, shorts, jersey 4 gloves. 4500. 2 MTX 10" aubwoofers.
MTX 10" Bandpass enclosure. 1 mo. old.
4200. Cal 2-1287.
12 x 60 Hallmark mobile home, unique barnsided interior, sprayed ceilings, garden tub.
New furnace, water healer, floor insulation.
and back door. Must see interior to appreciate
Asking 46500 Only 10 maes from BG, Lawndale. 486 (Weaton), 669-3910.
Acura 68 Integra 5 sod. Air. Stereo, no rust
Super condition 43300. Call 352-5764.
Smart Corona Word Proceeeor W 14' monitor
includes apreaaheet and database program.
Asking 4250. paid (400.
Call 353-0361.
Sony 5 CD Changer Stereo lor Sale!!
Includes receiver, speakers, dubbing system
Excellent condition 6 great sound quality
(400 or negoeable. Cal 353-3410

Spring Braakl Panama City' 6 Days Room With
Kitchen (119! Walk To Beat Bars! 7 Nights In
Key West (2S9I Cocoa Beach HilBn (Great
Beaches-Near Diansy) (1691 Daytona (1391
h Up.//www. a pr In gb reaktraval.com

1-600-6766388.
Spring Break Specials Cancun 1 Jam Meal
111% Lowest Price Guarameel 7 Nights Air A
Hotel From (429' Save (100 On FoocVOrinksl
http://www.spnngbresktravel.com
1 6006786388.

Take the Lead
Become A Campua Tour Guide I
Applications are available in
itOMcf all earner
Jan.»-Feb. 2
If you have any Queaaons can

THIS SUMMER!!!

The Cleveland Yecheng Club.
Summer positions at exclusive yachting dub
Wll ram quaMad earn.nates as: tarvars,
busera, hoarhoalaaa. bartenders, nock si
tandanis. groundskeepers 4 sttgusroa. Training doles May 10 thru 17tt. Interview now for
best positons Weds. tVu Sun 200 YechlCkib
Dr, Rocky Hlvar. OH 44116.216-333-1155
The Key Yearbook is looking tor reliable photographers Applicants must have their own
camera snd be able to work flexible hours Cal
TODD or ANN at 372-6066 for more Informaton.
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to t2S-4SHr. leaching basic conver
iatonal Englah in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea.
No teachmg background or Asian languagea
required For Inaxmaflon cal: (206) 971-3570
eit.J55443.

Haven House Manor

UANAGEMENT POSITIONS ARE
AVAILABLEIN
CLEVELAND, AKRON
YOUNGSTOWN 4 TOLEDO.
LAST SUMMER OVER 900
COLLEGE a UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS RAN THEIR OWN
BUSINESS WITH US GAINING
EXCEPTIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE
IN RECRUITING 4 INTERVIEWING,
MARKETING a SALES,
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT.
EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT,
PROFITABILITY ANAL YSIS AND
MORE"!
TO GET MORE INFORMA TION
ABOUT OUR MANAGEMENT

Address: 209IM. Superior
Toledo, Ohio

b

let.)
One bedroom apartment
AVAWBLENOW
Call 354-8800

Management Inc.
New New New New New
New
Hillsdale Apts. , Large
studios high vaulted ceilings,
unique floor plan and car
ports. 12 mo. lease starts at

$350.

1-800-543-3792
TASP INTERNATIONAL

in the Underground

-.A

Efficiency Apartments,
215 E. Poe Rd., Starts at
$225. All utilities included.
Half the Security Deposit
holds it now.

Management Inc.
830 Fourth St.The Willow
House is now Leasing for
next year, lbdrm, gas heat.
A/C, starting at $330/mo.

Alias Recording Artist

Throneberry
w/8peciai guest

Gone Daddy Finch

Management Inc.
Huge 1 bdrms, 215 E. Poe
Rd. laundry on site, lots of
parking. Starts at 330/mo +
elec.

Management Inc.

£ Industrial Ball ^
Uranium 235 &
20 Dead Flower Children

^

Now Available/ 1 bdrm. turn. 4 unfum. apt*.
Cozy cottagecherm. 1 block from campus
FREE gat heat, waler. sewer Pets permitted
CaH Newtove Rentals 352-5620 (Our only of

PROGRAM PLEASE CALL

Friday, February 2nd

FEB. 3

Houses. 1 6 2 bedroom Furnished tots.
1 year, 9 month, and eummer leases
Call 352-7454

[Hillsdale Apts. , 2 bdrm flats,
very spacious, 9 foot ceiling,
car ports, 9-1/2 or 12 mo.
lease. Starts at $600.

OR CO-OP

jX^VLUm W l:7YiSL--ikl

k£fe

Furniahed. 2 bdrm apt. Unlines not furnished.
Call 869-3038

New New New New New
New

RESUME BUILDER
POSSIBLE INTERNSHIP

■■j

Effic. 1 4 2 bdrm. apts. in houses
12 mo. leases only starting In May. Stave
Smiih362-W17,(rv3cai» after 900pm).

Management Inc.
353-5800

BE YOUR OWN BOSS

P—^—^

Upcoming Events:

cose to campus: Leasing 96-97
House: 835 Fifth. 3 bdrms. 750/mo plus mil.
Aug.
Apart: 3191/2 Ridge. 1 bdrm. 300/mo, May.
John Frobose 352 9392

SIGN 1,12 MO, OR SUMMER LEASE

TEACH ENGLISH M KOREA
Positions avalabie every month. Bachelor degree required. lt8.000-24.000ryr.Accom.,artare 4 benefits. Sand resume, copy of diploma
4 copy ol peeapon to: Bok J Corp. Chun Bang
Blag.. 154-13 Samsung Dong, Kangnam Gu,
Seoul, Korea. TEL: 011622-555-5627 FAX:
011-622-562-4829.

..

353-0325 • Carry Rentals
Apartments for 96-97 school year
Close D campus 9.12.15 month'

704 FIFTH 8T.
CALL352-3445

EARN $7,000-9,000

Featuring : The Cutters
in the Underground

3 bdrm. Baldwin SL ALL NEW. washer/dryer,
garage. Avail. May 15 1996 • May 15. 1997.
(950 . uW/roo 3526647 eve

Stop by and check us out
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
sjm. and unfum. and campua shuttle'
Wmihrop Terrace
352-9135

FOR RENT

372-8666.

College I.D. Night
Thursday

2 Female rmmta. needed for eummer
session (250 kx entire summer. Ooae
to campua. Cal 354-4191.

LOOK!

Summer business. Are you an entrepreneur?
Great opportunity, low start up coat, management raining. Eam up to (600 par week. Vehicle req. Call Greenland Irrigation
1-800-361-4074.

No Cover w/valid ID
before 11:00 PM

1515E. WoosterSt.
Check us out

2 bdrm. house. 236 Troup St. Avaaable May IS,
1996 - May IS, 1007. (750 * uul/moALL
NEW, washer/dryer, garage. 352-6647 eve.

Spnng Break Bahamas Party Cruieel 7 Days
(279! Includes 15 Meals 4 6 Free Parties'
Great Beaches/Mighalet Leaves From Ft.
Laudtrdalal
htrpyrwww.springbreaktravel com
1 ■600-6766386.

Inside Help. Drivers needed.
(Must have own car) for part Dme work.
Flexible hrs . good pay.
Apply Today at Hungry Howies. 354-3100.

Alaska Student Jobsi Great t**' Thousands of
jobs available
Msle/Femele
PajomrBoard/Tranaport often provided. Great
Advenaxe. Gde. 919-933-01 St) aaL Al 073.

Now Hiring Day Time Servers
Campua Polleyee 352-9838
Slop in and apply In parson

A

Info line
234-4449

Management Inc.

